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The title of our journal has raised a good deal of speculation. The wild onion is a common garden-variety 
weed, a hardy plant that grows almost anywhere and tends to spring up in unexpected places throughout the 
woods and fields and roadsides in this part of the country. It blossoms into an unusual purple flower and its 
underground bulb, if tasted, yields a pungent, spicy flavor. The wild onion is a symbol of the commonplace 
yet surprising beauty that is living and growing around us all the time, the spice that though uncultivated, 
unexpectedly thrives and – if we only take time to notice – enhances life.
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GREETINGS: 

 It is my pleasure to welcome everyone gathered at the Hershey Campus for the 
annual celebration of Wild Onions. 

The Penn State College of Medicine was founded on the premise that science must 
be complemented with the exploration of the human experience. Four decades ago, Wild 
Onions formed as a reflection of this goal. This publication provides a platform for 
members of the Penn State Milton S. Hershey Medical Community to submit poetry, prose, 
and visual art to express their personal experiences with different dimensions of medicine. 
By providing individuals with this opportunity, this journal acts as a unique celebration 
and study of the human experience in all of its extensiveness and diversity. I commend this 
journal for raising public awareness to the value of art for the whole spectrum of society, 
and I am certain it will serve as an inspiration to Penn State Milton S. Hershey Medical 
Community for years to come. 

As Governor, and on behalf of all citizens of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, I 
am delighted to commemorate this milestone. Please accept my best wishes for continued 
success. 

 
        

  
                                                           
       
      TOM WOLF 
      Governor 
      May 9, 2017 
 



Wild Onions is an annual publication funded by The Doctors Kienle Center for Humanistic Medicine at 
Pennsylvania State University College of Medicine. It is a journal of poetry, prose, photography, and visual 
art created by members of the entire Hershey Medical Center community. 

Faculty and staff – both clinical and non-clinical – patients, families, volunteers, and medical, graduate, 
physician assistant, and nursing students are invited to submit original (not previously published) 
literary or artistic work on all topics. A theme is selected by student Senior Editors to inspire additional 
submissions each year. The annual theme and our electronic submission form may be found at http://sites.
psu.edu/wildonions. You may also submit directly to the Department of Humanities by email via wildonions@
hmc.psu.edu. For an unbiased selection process, we ask that the creator’s name not be present on the piece. 
For submissions via email, we ask that you list identifying information separately from the piece (name, 
relationship to Milton S. Hershey Medical Center, mailing address, email address, telephone number, 
medium of visual art if submitting images electronically). You may also mail in submissions to the address 
listed below. If you wish to have your entry returned, please include a self-addressed stamped envelope.

No portion of the journal may be reproduced by any process or technique without consent of the author. 
All submissions, inquiries, and requests for authors and current or past issues of Wild Onions can be directed 
to Managing Editor, Department of Humanities, H134, Penn State University College of Medicine,
500 University Drive, Hershey, PA 17033.

The aim of The Kienle Center is to advance the appreciation, knowledge, and practice of humane and 
humanistic medicine, defined as health care that is sympathetic, compassionate, and effective. Wild Onions 
serves this goal by encouraging literary and artistic work that seeks to describe and understand, with 
empathy, the experiences of giving and receiving health care.

Activities of The Doctors Kienle Center for Humanistic Medicine include:
 The Kienle Service Grant, co-sponsored with the International Health Interest Group, for medical students   
    engaged in volunteer work with underserved patients.
 The Doctors Kienle Lectureship, which brings national leaders in humane medicine to Hershey Medical Center.
 The Experience of Care Project, which teaches medical students through participant-observation studies.
 The Doctors Kienle Prizes in literature, art, and photography featured in Wild Onions.
 The Doctors Kienle Collection of materials concerning humanistic medical practice (located in the Harrell Library).
 The Medical Student Humanitarian Award, co-sponsored with The Association of Faculty and Friends.
 The Mary Louise Witmer Jones Humanitarian Award, given annually to an outstanding resident.
 The Nurse’s Humanitarian Award, in honor of Lawrence F. Kienle, M.D.
 Humanism in Medicine Awards, co-sponsored with The Arnold P. Gold Foundation, for a graduating medical
    student and for a faculty member.
 The Kienle Cultural Series, a series of presentations in the arts and humanities.
 Patient Portraits, a photography exhibit by Joseph Gascho, M.D.

Wild Onions 2017

Submissions are due by January 15 of each calendar year and can be sent via email to: wildonions@hmc.psu.edu.
Visit our website to download a copy of Wild Onions at http://sites.psu.edu/wildonions
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I want to thank this year’s senior medical student editors, Kristin Berger 
and Christine Clark, for inviting me to write this welcoming letter. To 
introduce this edition of Wild Onions, I’d like to illustrate how the humanities 
enlightens my clinical work—or more specifically—how a shipwreck helped 
me understand a moment of happenstance.

Two years ago, I had a procedure to perform on a patient with newly 
diagnosed breast cancer. Dan—a technologist I have worked with for 20 
years—walked into my office and said, “Good morning Dr. Winner. The 
patient is here. Everything is set up and ready.” Dan and I walked down the 
hall and entered the procedure room. The patient lay on her back gazing at 
the ceiling. I introduced myself. As we spoke, she said she was nervous and 
wanted “to get this whole thing over with.” So I got to work. I reviewed the 
procedure with her, washed my hands and put on sterile gloves. I draped 
blue towels and white gauze on her chest. After checking the labels on 
the syringes, I tightened the needles. I had one last task to complete—the 
Timeout.

As I have done hundreds of times before, I looked down at the requisition 
sheet and said to the patient, “Tell me your name and date of birth please.”  She said, “Susanne Compton. 
December 21, 1965.” I stood motionless. Dan noticed and said, “Do you need something?” I didn’t respond. 
Staring at the name on the requisition, I felt the muscles in my forehead relax as my face softened into a smile. 
I looked at Susanne and asked, “Do you know the Compton family from Mercersburg?” She said, “I am the 
Compton family from Mercersburg!” My smile expanded and I asked, “So how’s your brother Mark doing?” 
Susanne’s eyebrows raised—she studied my face, mystified. She had not seen me in 36 years. A few moments 
passed, and I said, “Susanne. It’s me. Scott Winner. Mark’s roommate from school.” She screeched and sat 
bolt upright—the blue towels and white gauze falling away as she reached both arms towards me. I leaned 
forward and we embraced and laughed. We remembered and reminisced.  Our joy and delight, in the midst 
of a procedure made necessary by her illness, felt 
surreal and strange.  

On a recent trip to Big Sky, Montana, I read Erik 
Larson’s book, Dead Wake. Larson recounts the 
WW1 story of the sinking of the Lusitania—a 
British passenger ship—by a German U-boat on 
May 7, 1915. Over one thousand people died. 
In the book, Larson tells the story of Margaret 
Mackworth, a 31-year-old first-class passenger traveling with her father. She was sucked under the sea as the 
Lusitania sank. Saved by the buoyancy of her life vest, she rose to the surface of the 55-degree water and floated 
amongst the debris and dead bodies. She passed out. When she regained consciousness, she was lying on the 
deck of a rescue ship. A sailor took Margaret below deck and got her some tea. She recalled, “The warmth 
below was delicious…we were a little drunk with the heat and the light and the joy of knowing ourselves to 
be alive…we were laughing a great deal.” The author, Erik Larson, writes that Margaret “…recognized the 
strangeness of the moment, how it juxtaposed joy and tragedy. Here she was, giddy with delight, and yet had 
no idea whether her father was dead or alive.” 

Whether in the midst of a shipwreck in 1915 or a medical procedure in 2015, joy and sorrow can, and 
sometimes do, coexist. This is one of the gifts of the humanities to medicine—the capacity to connect and 
put in perspective our shared human experiences. 

Dive into Wild Onions everyone—enjoy! 

Welcome to the 2017 Edition of Wild Onions!

Guest Editor:
L. Scott Winner, MD
Department Radiology

The RMS Lusitania. 
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Kristin Berger, MS4 
Kristin Berger was born and raised in 
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania. Growing 
up, Kristin aspired to be a novelist 
until she discovered her love for 
science. She earned her undergraduate 
degree in biology from Susquehanna 

University, with minors in Spanish and healthcare 
studies. Kristin chose to attend Penn State for medical 
school for its supportive and friendly learning 
environment, in addition to her everlasting love affair 
with Hershey’s chocolate. Outside of medical school, 
Kristin enjoys reading, running, traveling, and being 
with her friends. She will pursue residency in internal 
medicine this summer at the University of Pittsburgh 
Medical Center in Pittsburgh Pennsylvania. 

Christine Clark, MS4  
Chrissy Clark is originally from 
the small town of Indiana, 
Pennsylvania. She completed 
her undergraduate work at the 
University of Pittsburgh, where 
she majored in Sociology with a 
concentration in public health. 

After her time at Pitt, Chrissy taught with AmeriCorps 
for a year and worked as a medical scribe in a 
community Emergency Department. She was drawn 
to Penn State for medical school for its long-standing 
dedication to the humanities. Outside of med school, 
Chrissy enjoys traveling, photography, reading, 
playing the piano and viola, and spending time 
with family and friends. This summer, she will 
begin a residency in otolaryngology at Georgetown 
University Hospital in Washington, DC.

Senior Co-Editors

Selection Day Editors:
Back: (left to right) Tony Lin MS4, Cameron Incognito MS3, 
Chrissy Clark MS4, Kristin Berger MS4, Alex Rossi MS4
Front: (left to right) Allison Weinstock MS4, 
Stephan Leung MS4, Christina Li MS3,  Kristine Posadas MS3

Other Contributing Editors Not Pictured:
Ashu Bhatnagar, MS4
Sharon Jia, MS3
Xiaojie Liao, MS2
Sarayna Schock, MS2
Tiffany Yeh, MS2
Blake DeCarvalho, MS1

Student Editors
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ART

Louise Schellenberg, MFA
Lou Schellenberg is a landscape painter and former art teacher. Her paintings have 
been collected and exhibited nationally and in Canada. Recently work was exhibited 
at the State Museum in Harrisburg, The Demuth Museum in Lancaster, and at 
exhibits in Maine and New York City. Lou attended the School of the Museum of 
Fine Arts in Boston and received an MFA from the University at Albany in New York. 
As a faculty member at Elizabethtown College for 20 years she taught painting and 
drawing.  Originally from places north, Lou divides her time between Pennsylvania, 
Maine and Canada.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Michael J. Green, MD, MS
Michael Green, MD, MS, is Vice Chair of the Department of Humanities and Professor 
of Humanities and Medicine at Penn State College of Medicine, where he has worked 
since 1996. He is an internist and bioethicist, and does research in the area of end-of-
life decision-making, professionalism, and comic and medicine. He has had a life-long 
passion for photography and the arts, and since setting up his first darkroom at age 
13, has worked as a photojournalist, wedding photographer and nature photographer. 
He is a co-editor of the Graphic Medicine Manifesto and a member of the editorial 
collective for the Graphic Medicine Book Series from Penn State Press.

LITERATURE

Joseph Gascho, MD
Joseph Gascho has been a cardiologist at Hershey Medical Center since 1986. He 
has been writing poetry for many years. He has had numerous poems published in 
Wild Onions and in various medical and non-medical journals. His poem in Annals of 
Internal Medicine, “The Joy of Medicine”, won first prize for 2014. He has a book of 
poems set for publication later in 2017: Cornfields, Cottonwoods, Seagulls and Sermons: 
Growing Up in Nebraska. He is also a photographer. For him, both photography and 
poetry are ways of seeing and showing what has been seen. 

 

Our Judges

Each year, we are incredibly fortunate to receive a number of high-quality submissions, which makes our 
judging process quite difficult. All entries are reviewed by medical student editors, and a subset is selected 
for inclusion in the publication. A handful of particularly stellar pieces are identified and sent on to the 
corresponding art, literature, and photography judges for review. The judges are tasked with picking the 
first, second, and third place entries as well as an honorable mention for their category and providing 
comments regarding each winning piece. Below, we introduce you to this year’s judges.
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Cytomel, a thyroid replacement drug, kicked me 
into atrial fibrillation. I had just had thyroid surgery 
a few weeks before--diagnosis: micropapillary 
carcinoma and chronic lymphocytic thyroiditis. 
The emergency room doctor stabilized me with a 
Cardizem drip. I took my ride to the seventh-floor 
before kicking again into an irregular rhythm. My 
heart doctor peered at me with his glasses perched 
on his nose. Said he was covering for my regular 
heart doctor.

When I converted back to a normal rhythm, the 
doctor again sauntered into my room. I stared out 
the window in a pensive gaze.

“Why don’t I feel like the first time I had cancer, my 
first brush with death?” I asked my doctor. “I wanted 
to memorize a tree, the vibrant green. I wanted to 
freeze frame my children’s faces indelibly on my 
mind forever. I didn’t want someone else raising my 
children. What is different now?”

“Acceptance, Pat, acceptance, not that you are 
courting death, but you robbed thirty-one years 
since you first had Hodgkins disease. You have 
figured life out. You were lucky to have been given a 
second chance to see how life works. You see things 
differently than those not touched by a serious 
illness.”

“But I feel as though I’m easing through it this 
time,” I said as I ran my hand through the air in a 
gentle wave. “The trees look dull green to me this 
time, colors are colorless, music flat. The first time 
I grasped onto life, held it firmly, wouldn’t let go. I 
held my husband tightly each night between night 
sweats so I wouldn’t fall off the face of the earth. Ted 
was my anchor. God, too.”

Happenstance
© Patricia Smith  Mother of Stacy Carmo   SIM Center

“You were at a peak the first time, so young at twenty-
nine. Now at sixty, you accept God’s will. You know 
that death is a part of life. But like Dylan Thomas 
wrote, ‘Do not go gentle into that good night...Rage, 
rage...’” the doctor whispered as he leaned toward 
me with his fist punching the air. “Fight, Pat,” he 
said with conviction, his voice elevated. “Don’t give 
up!”

“I don’t intend to. I have too much to live for,” I said, 
“I’m a writer. I have so many stories to tell. Now I’m 
working on how to get to the universal theme.”

“I’ve always wanted to be a writer,” the doctor said. 
“Not enough time.”

I perked up.

“Just like Steinbeck in his writing, Pat, details, it’s in 
the details,” the doctor said. “Out of the details the 
universal theme emerges.”

Each time I finished a sentence, the doctor rose 
from his chair as if to leave. When I posed another 
question, he sat down again.

How unusual, I thought, for a doctor making his 
morning rounds, to spend so much time with me. 
Something profound had happened in that space 
of time, a connection between doctor and patient. 
Happenstance? Isn’t that what we all want? He had 
not known me, I not him, but somehow he had 
taken the time to connect on a higher plane. It must 
have been in the details.

As he was leaving the room, I reached out to shake 
his hand. I said, “Thank you.”
He leaned toward me, looked me in the eye and said, 
“No, thank you.”

Ricketts Glen
© Tanner Gregory   MS4
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Landscape
© Daniel George, PhD

Department of Humanities

I never realized the enormity of one, until one moment changed it all…
One seizure
One EEG
One MRI
One phone call, 10:44 AM, January 22, 2013
One word that I had not expected, one word that brought me to my knees, one word that stole the 
breath from my lungs…Tumor
In that one moment in time, I knew life would never be the same…. I would see the world around me  
differently
One friend picking me up
One incredibly brave, strong little girl
One supportive family
One team of gifted physicians, surgeons and nurses
The day of surgery, one day, the worst day, the best day….
Day one, an incredible gift, seizure and tumor free

One
© Amy Kusmiesz, MS   Office of the Vice Dean for Research and Graduate Studies
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My father took slide photos; with no reason to 
do otherwise, I continued his custom. For my 
college graduation, my father acquired a top of 
the line, imported camera as a commencement 
gift. Subsequently, I became an amateur investor 
in 35 mm slide film and secured my long-term 
investments in an oversized, heavy-walled, brown 
cardboard box. 

Over the years, I collected photos of social events 
and college friends and their weddings, family 
vacations, dad’s hunting camp, holiday banquets, 
the extended family, and Christmas gift openings. I 
was fortunate to have had the opportunity to spend 
a long summer in fisheries research on the north 
shore of the St. Lawrence River.  My favorite photos 
of that summer were of salmon jumping a waterfall to 
spawn; some were worthy of National Geographic. 
Shortly after our college graduations, my friend and 
I took a six-week, cross-country expedition. I expect 
the film industry’s profits spiked that summer. I was 
also invested in preserving a chronological history 
of my six summers’ employment in Yellowstone 
Park—four during college and two more while in 
seminary. The scenes from my life were recorded in 
visual chronological order, a still-life movie of sorts, 
in trays labeled by date, occasion, and location. 
Over the years, I amassed a respectable collection 
of slides, many of which were impressive for the 
spectacular scenery, especially when projected on 
an oversized white wall. 

I recall a photo of Phoebe, a California girl. 
Her smiling face was warm and ruddy from the 
crimson lighting of the setting sun. Phoebe was a 
smart, lively, and attractive woman who was often 
the social center of attention. Phoebe and I had 
a conversation while we were employed at Old 
Faithful. She bemoaned the likelihood that she 
would remain a spinster, for the entire summer 
had passed and, despite the many available men 
swarming about her, she had not had one date. 
Being a male who was privy to inside conversations 
about Phoebe, her statement caught me off-guard. 
I know why no young men requested the honor 
of her presence: none of the men felt worthy of 
her. I was a member of that assembly. Perception 
may distort reality. I presume Phoebe resolved her 
matrimonial anxiety, as, years later, I heard she had 
gotten married. Someone finally got up the mettle 
to ask her out. 

I would occasionally pull out a tray or two of these 
slides and run them through the projector, hosting 
myself on a trip down Memory Lane. I bore slides 
of Phoebe, college friends, family members, co-
workers, and panoramic vistas, relocation after 
relocation, but after the passage of several years, 
I could no longer recall all of the people in the 
photos. While pushing the large box of memories 
out of my way on the basement shelf, it occurred to 
me that I had not looked at a slide in several years. 
I made a decision in that moment.   

A short time later, in an evening of undisturbed 
private time, I pulled the box of memories off 
the basement shelf and set it alongside me on the 
basement lounger. I turned on the overhead spotlight 
and placed grocery bags on the floor by my feet. One 
by one, I pulled the slide trays out of the box. One 
by one, I pulled the slides out of each tray. I held 
each slide toward the backlighting of the overhead 
lamp and took one final glance at my life before 
tossing my memories into the literal trash heap of 
history. I discarded photos of school events, friends 
and co-workers, weddings of people with whom I 
had not been in contact for 30 years, people who 
were so distant in memory I could not recall how 
I knew them or why. I glanced at beautiful scenic 
panoramas, not remembering whether the captured 
vista was Montana or Wyoming, but realizing that, 
at this time in my life, it didn’t matter. More so, I 
had reached the point when it didn’t matter that it 
didn’t matter. I pitched photos of French-Canadian 
cooks and former Yellowstone colleagues who used 
to say, “All the wildlife isn’t in the woods.” 

Past memories were no longer feeding me and 
despite my photographic remembrances, I could 
not go back, so I continued to throw away my past 
at the dead end of Memory Lane. I don’t know how 
many photographs I discarded that evening, but 
I discarded hundreds, at least. I threw away my 
past, and, ultimately, the source I might later need 
to reconstruct some segment of my life, should 
I ever need to do so. However, I had decided to 
take leave of those memories and of ever having 
the opportunity to reconstruct them. It was time to 
leave those memories in the past, beyond the grasp 
of remembrance. I threw out my memories, every 
last one--except three. Sorry, Phoebe, you didn’t 
make the cut. 

Memory Lane’s Dead End
© Haydn McLean, MDiv  Chaplain, Pastoral Services
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I kept a photo taken while on a post-graduation, 
cross-country jaunt with my friend. Ferrying Puget 
Sound from Victoria to Port Angeles, I took a photo 
of the Pacific sunset with a polarizing lens. The water 
and clouds were filtered to near black, while the 
sun, its shimmer off the ocean, and the backlighted 
clouds, were captured in striking contrast of black 
and gold. The second photo I retained captured a 
June snowfall on the boughs of lodge pole pines 
that had formed a canopy over the Observation 
Point Trail at Old Faithful-perhaps the most bucolic 
photo in my repertoire. Failing to score even an 
honorable mention, I suspended entering this slide 
in photo competitions after realizing I was the only 
one who deemed it a masterpiece. 

The last photo I retained, taken when I was 20 
years old, was a remembrance of strangers whose 
names I never knew. Flying west for my summer’s 
work in Yellowstone, the nearest airport was still 
closed for the winter, necessitating a flight into 
the next closest airport, 90 miles from the park 
entrance. Deplaning in Idaho Falls in early May, 
the police officer informed me that since there were 
no trains, buses, or taxis available, my only option 
for reporting for work the next day was to lug my 
belongings to the nearest highway and point my 
thumb in a northerly direction. A car sped past once 
every few minutes without so much as a glance at 
this forlorn hitchhiker. The approaching sunset was 
eroding my confidence. 

With despondency fast approaching, a white 
Chevy passed, slowed down, and pulled over. As 
it backed toward me, I took note of the age of and 
rust on the car, not to mention the hood, angled 
skyward, improperly latched. The five passengers 
were migrant workers, men and women, still dirt 
encrusted, donning matching white hardhats, 
scooting aside to make room for this hitchhiker. 
Dark skinned and, as suggested by their accents, 
from south of the border, they graciously welcomed 
me into their car, but seemed more attentive to 
my suitcase, fishing pole tube, camera pouch, and 
sleeping bag. I slipped into the front passenger seat, 
keeping my belongings within reach. Three to a 
seat was too snug for this stranger. The woman in 
the back seat, with arms the circumference of my 
thighs, appeared to have the power of Paul Bunyan 
in the girth of a sumo wrestler. She could take me 

blindfolded. We headed north, windows down, 
arms resting on car doors, with the deafening 
wind intruding upon our conversation. The sun 
was turning the landscape a deep green as the 
cool air created a wind tunnel in the passenger 
compartment. 

I realized I might have made a mistake accepting 
their dubious benevolence when the driver asked 
me what items were in my bags. We were traveling 
too fast for me to jump from the car, possessions 
in hand, and expect a safe landing. I had visions 
of my body being found alongside the road and 
a band of migrant farm workers high-tailing my 
belonging across the state line. How ironic to think 
they wanted to know the contents of my camera 
bag.  A passenger excused the driver’s poor social 
graces, at which point the driver inquired about 
my destination. I relayed my hope of starting my 
Yellowstone employment the following day and 
returned by asking their destination. “We’re just 
out for a ride. We’ll take you to the park.” With 
my anxiety dropping and employment security 
rising, I settled in for the 90-minute ride to the park 
entrance. 

Arriving in West Yellowstone about dinnertime, I 
made a donation toward their gas bill and further 
extended my gratitude by offering to take them to 
dinner. They declined my dinner invitation, as the 
time for their departure was at hand, but, before 
piling back in the car, they gave me permission 
to take my last treasured photo: five anonymous 
migrant farm workers posed before their 60s era 
Impala. I have lingering guilt for not adequately 
paying off that debt. 

After purging scores of irreplaceable mementos, I 
felt emotionally unfettered, as though I had released 
my past and had given myself the opportunity to 
look to the future anew. Still, I do not understand 
why I kept that last photo. Perhaps it’s because 
every time I hold it to the light, I am reminded 
of the inherent decency in people and my hope is 
restored. If you run across Phoebe while navigating 
your own Memory Lane, tell her I’m glad she found 
a man who considered himself worthy. If your path 
crosses a carload of dirt-encrusted migrant farmers 
in white hard hats, out for an evening jaunt, tell 
them I still owe them dinner. 
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Succession
©  Sudhanshu Bhatnagar   MS4

In my youth I made the distinction
Between the pencil and the pen:
The first the tool of unburdened children,
The second of staunch, stiffened men.

Pencils sculpt the mind through the hand,
In gentle curves of grey upon the page.
Every creation dismissible on command –
And then replaced on the same stage.

Pens, though, slash over the grey stock
And embolden what the wielder has said.
Ever immovable as the sinner’s round rock,
But fluid in strokes like the rapier blade. 

What have I lost in using the pen above its “cil”?
My creativity and whimsy? Perhaps some small part –
But seeing the change can guide my will
To fill each pen stroke, with a pencil’s heart.

Who Am I
©  Morgan Fultz  Age 12
 Granddaughter of Debbie Fultz, RN 
 PSHMC Endoscopy, State College

I am a fish swimming in the sea
No one else is just like me
I am a morning filled with possibilities
I am a sunny day as peaceful as can be

I am a peacock who spreads their wings to show 
 the world who they can be
I am like the color pink in an upbeat kind of mood
You will never see me feeling ever blue

I am never a Winter harsh as can be
I am always a Summer filled with family
I am very smart to a very high measure 
I fill every day with bright and shiny weather
I am like a gift filled with surprise
I can never be won I am the greatest prize

Handheld
© Aparajita Rao  Age 16 

 Daughter of Niraja Rajan, MD and
 Srikantha Rao, MD
 Department of Anesthesiology
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Judge’s Comments
In this era of Facebook and cellphone cameras, we are so inundated with photographic images that it can 
be tempting to flip through them without really looking. The best images provoke us to pause, reflect, and 
ponder. This winning entry of a man gazing at the stars does all this and more. Technically, the convergence 
of lines and angles direct us to the central figure staring into space. But as we look at him, he gazes outward, 
into the vast heavens above and toward the incomprehensible Milky Way of which we are but a tiny speck. 
One wonders about the stars, the distant galaxies, the unknown worlds so far away. Simultaneously, the 
viewer is drawn to closer surrounds – the flickering green lights (are they fireflies or something else?), the 
streaks of light (are they shooting stars or airplanes?). It’s all very beautiful, mysterious and mesmerizing, 
and I find myself getting lost in the image again and again.
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First Place Photography

Third-Year Self Portrait
©  Justin Etzel   MS3
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First Place Literature

Second Day as a Surgery Student
© Alexandra Adams   MS3   MD/MPH Candidate

“There must be a better way to make a living than this!” 

Slam.
Silence, except for the persistent heartbeat.
The beat of the ticking time bomb, the dying heart.
It beat uselessly, against flapping intima, seeping vessels
Blood oozing and clotting and weeping everywhere.
An aortic dissection – a dissected body 
Laying open, uselessly repaired.
Hand over hand squeezed dripping laps into the cell saver
For hours
Warm blood waterfalling over my student hands while 
Seasoned surgeons grafted against a ripping aorta 
A stranger, wandering and confused, memory meandering.
Surgeons thought it was hopeless, 
Left no other choice.
Intimal flaps flipping across valves, blood pressure bottoming
To the operating room they went
Middle of the night
For hours
Sutured in a bright new aorta, came off bypass
Every needle puncture gushed. Coagulating, bleeding.
Defeated, surgeon threw down instruments, stomped from the room, exclaiming.
Slam. 

It lingered.
Resident crossed to other side of the table, handed me the needle. 
Fresh flesh, best practice.
Heart still beating, close the chest.
Blood still oozing
First time suturing
First patient dying
Under my hands, must approximate edges
Not too big of a bite now
Family waiting, don’t butcher him
Nurses impatient, huffing and cleaning 
Resident critiquing
Hands shaking, not breathing, patient still dying, patient still bleeding
Flat line.

Don’t breathe; don’t let them see you cry.
First patient dies
While you piece them back together
You feel the heart stop beating.

Judge’s Comments
I held my breath the 
firt time I read through 
this poem, and I was 
unaware of the passage 
of time. The short lines 
and short sentences fit 
the poem so very well. 
Two stories (maybe 
more) are woven 
together. The story of 
a life that ended too 
soon and the story of 
a life of medicine that 
is just starting. Life 
and death and the 
range of raw emotions 
that go with them, 
the triumphs and the 
failures of medicine. 
This observant young 
doctor-in-training 
has given us an 
unforgettable glimpse 
into the making of a 
physician.   

Judge’s Comments
Silver Linings depicts a subject that we recognize but is hidden from ordinary view. Pattern and line have 
been nicely used to create a harmonious design. The work has interesting tension because it is both flat 
and dimensional. Simultaneously a graphic design, obsessive doodle, medical illustration, symbol, and 
archetype, the play of line and pattern in this artwork is energetic and full of life. This work is engaging as 
an abstracted design with layers of meaning.

First Place Art

Silver Linings
© Jehan Momin   MSI
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A Bunny’s Three Wishes
© Lauren Nord  MS3

There once was a bunny named Sam
Who wanted to be a big clam.
He’d swim in the sea
– As happy as can be –
Flapping his fins in the sand.

Sam, too, had another small wish
To one day become a blue fish.
He’d fly in the sky
– Chirping his fish battle cry –
Embracing his new airborne niche.

While Sam had dreams one & two,
The third was that he could moo.
Sam knew he could be
A great manatee
And thought of the galloping he would do.

Now, you may wonder about bunny education,
But I can tell you — it’s quite a sensation.
Most bunnies learn loads
About fish, birds, and toads.
...I think Sam was just on vacation. Happy Birthday!

©  Deb Tomazin
 Department of Humanities

Dandelions
©  Heath Mackley, MD, FACRO
 Radiation Oncology

Blow the seeds and watch them fly 
Floating scattered across the sky 

Left, right, direction lacking 
Lost, fraught, no leaders backing 

No guidance, moved by the breeze? 
Freedom?  To land in brooks or trees? 

Experiments?  To see what takes? 
A grand design?  For goodness sakes! 

Seeds spread, and then they’re sewn 
Some mature, with more seeds grown 

Seeds
© Mary Mager   Sister of Patient
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New Journey
© Sean Lee   MSI

Winter Comes
© Katherine Hughes   Patient

I thrive on the countryside. 
It reminds me of when we played hide and seek in the grass. 
  The trees are changing colors; the flowers were wilting 
 My mint converse peering behind a pair of cedars. 

  I find you behind the cherry bush. 
 You kiss my neck and the breeze pushes my hair in your eyes. 

The trees are bare now and the flowers are hiding till spring.
 My brown coat is hoarding snowflakes. 
Your fingers tap mine while I count to  10 
I sneak around the cracking bush, 
Though I’ll never find you, not even in the spring.

Tree Heart
©  Kelsie Herring   MS4

Paradise on Earth
©  Malgorzata Litkowska
 Friend of Malgorzata Sudol   Department of Medicine



Reflections in Dali, China
©  Kelly Thrush, MSN, CRNP
 Department of Internal Medicine

By Moyola’s Stream
© Seamus Carmichael   George T. Harrell Health Sciences Library

As I rambled one evening by Moyola’s stream
To view her bright waters and her banks so green
I heard the voice of a maiden nearby
Lamenting her plight with many’s the sigh

How could you leave me to ramble and roam?
Here, abandoned and all on my own
My eyes fill with tears at the end of the day.
Have you never a thought for the things that you say?

Her words they shook me, so sad and so true
but there’s many a girl just like her I knew
And here in the Broagh many more I could find
whose brothers and sweethearts had left them behind

 Refrain
I mind well the days when I worked in the fields,
cutting hay, pulling kale, putting spuds into creels.
But apprenticed I was to the plumbing trade
and America offered far more than I made.

 Refrain
It’s a long way from Broad Street to this narrow lane
To the girl that I left in such sorrow and pain
But I saved my money and I built us a home
And if Peggy’ll have me I’ll make her my own.

I never left you to ramble and roam
Many’s the night I was sad and alone,
But here I am now to take you away,
And with your hand in mine we will face the new day.

Goodbye
© Donna Stevey   Clinical Nutrition

Time is not always
The healer of all wounds
The sting of the pain
Hits you all too soon

Memories of your body dying
Your last and final breath
Etched in my heart forever
So sad, this thing called death

I am thankful you are free
From all that caused you pain
My heart is happy knowing
That I will see you once again

Graveyard Wildflowers
© Tony Oliveri  Patient

Graveyard wildflowers
watered by Nature and tears
color the ground around
crooked, lichen-encrusted
slabs of local limestone
festooned with symbols
of mortality remembered.

No hint of movement
mars the hillside scene,
the quiet cuts through thoughts
both ghostly and commonplace;
stilling them in the quiet morning dew
as if poised on the dynamic crest
of an ocean of possible sounds.

Finally, a sun warmed breeze
is born at the edge of the field,
nodding the flower-heads gently,
raising hairs on my exposed arms,
carrying the haunting, stark sound
of a high-in-the-sky soaring bird of prey -
whose sharp eye surveys all below.

And then, any sacred ground
becomes every hallowed space
as a memory, then another,
sweetly crowd my awareness --
not of that last time together,
but rather previous moments,
shared as if they would never end.

The scent of fresh, white violets
chills me with childhood impressions
of beaming smiles, tender hands,
fresh house dresses and aprons,
of cookie batter and wooden spoons,
of cinnamon rolls and marauding bears,
of this unkempt gravesite, now, too.

Other specters visit my swimming head,
rumbling, resonating amid my sensibilities.
Chaffing at their mounting numbers,
I slowly make my way down,
leaving my own share of tears
to irrigate and encourage still more
grave yard wildflowers for the next time.

Seasonal Arrangement
© Robert Ganse
 Information Technology  

Final Approach
©  Susan Landis, CRNA
 Retired, Department of Anesthesiology
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Terrors of the Night
© Kristin Berger   MS4

On a train bound homeward, 
an ice cold winter’s eve,
I struggle to preserve the warmth which
night is wont to thieve.

Many miles behind me, 
yet even more to go.
I shiver in the darkness as 
outside it starts to snow.

Just before I fall to sleep, 
the train starts to slow down.
The foreboding shadow of a man 
glides in without a sound.

He settles in the corner 
utmost away from me.
Though he has not said a word, 
I glance curiously.

A tangled mass of curls 
adorns his tired head-
black as night and messy, 
like he’s just risen from bed. 

His knees he draws up to his chest, 
his eyes are shocking blue,
his skin is white as paper and 
his cloak is soaked right through.

This man, he seems so fragile-
if I touch him he may break.
But if his eyes should flutter then 
he jerks himself awake.

Though weary and exhausted, 
he will not close his eyes.
He seems determined not to sleep, 
and so I ask him why.

He answers me so softly, 
his eyes alive with fright, 
“Sleep renders me helpless to 
the terrors of the night.”

Storm
© Kevin Downs   Patient

Private Rail Charters
©  Renee Stewart, MS
 Department of Humanities 
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Ode to My Paintbrush
© Ananya Das
 Department of Orthopedics and Rehabilitation

You broke your promise
Your promise of coloring the world around me
into a myriad spectra of splendid colors,
the dazzling yellow orb of the noon day sun
the silvery moon dressed in white,
the foaming seas reaching out for the
treacherous brown rocks,
the dew on the wings of the yellow butterfly.
You broke your promise.
At your touch the wind looked like
an unknown actor in an ill-fitting coat,
whom I had never seen before.
The purple moors mocked me
as your hair painted them a color
I failed to recognize.
My grip on you slipped away slowly
as if you had a will of your own.
As you evaded the touch of my sweating fingers
I could see you plunge into the realms of darkness.
I reluctantly let you go
knowing fully well that all my nights and days
would be colorless without you.
You broke your promise.

Rhythm of the Rain
© Linda Amos   Wife of Patient

As far back as I can remember
There has always been a rhythm to the rain
As it fell upon the tin roof
Above my head.
My sensitive ears can detect
Each change of beat,
But, I like it best when its melody
Waltzes me to sleep.

Blue Watering Can - Rome Italy
© Georgia Brown Faulkner, RN
 Public Health Scences

Higher Power
© Jonathan Ringenbach

 Son of Kathy Ringenbach, RN, BSN, CCRN
 Penn State Health Bone and Joint Institute
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Shalimar Eau de Toilette Guerlain
© Emily Hess   Patient 

My grandmother died on a Saturday, mid-afternoon, in late July. Back from a week of summer camp as a 
Junior Counselor, I had missed most of the events leading up to her death. She had a fever, and my mother 
visited her at the hospital. I made grilled cheese and burnt my thumb. I answered the phone, and she was 
dead.

She had breast cancer several years ago, and recently it had metastasized to her bones. The week before 
her death she underwent foot surgery for her rheumatoid arthritis, so crippling in her toes that she was 
unable to walk, and a few days after developed a high temperature. She was fevered and delusional when 
my grandfather took her to the emergency room, where a scan showed her lungs full of cancer, which in 
the frame resembled spun-sugar candy. My grandfather held her hand the whole time, held her hand as 
she dragged each ragged gasp from clotted lungs. The doctors laced a plastic tube into her trachea; my 
grandfather held her hand as she succumbed to the sedatives, held her hand as she closed her eyes that last 
time. 

At that time I was shepherding droves of unruly eight-year-olds from the lake to the craft hut to the mess 
hall, wearing my throat raw singing away their homesickness on lonely nights and puddling to the unbound 
affection of their scrawny embraces. Friday evening I waved goodbye to their retreating faces pressed against 
the windows of their parents’ minivans; my grandmother spent her last night in that crippled, ravaged 
frame. 

I got home late and staggered into bed, sorely sleep deprived. When I stumbled into the kitchen a little 
before lunch my mother was gone, a pink post-it note telling me that she’d left for the hospital early that 
morning. I thought little of it, crumpling the paper in the trash with the coffee grounds. I’d slept through 
breakfast, so I made myself lunch, part-skim mozzarella on whole wheat toast, penance for a week of 
marshmallows and hot dogs. 

The shrill tone of the phone ringing startled me, so that I slipped my thumb down the handle of the pan, 
burning the flesh. Tucking the phone against my ear, I mumbled hello, sucking on my burnt finger. 

My mother’s voice was thick with tears as she relayed the news. “She was sedated; there was no pain,” she 
told me. 

But surely there was pain, only, for whom? 

***

She was beautiful, my grandmother, homecoming queen, honey-blonde hair and eyes like two luminous 
grey moons. She was beautiful, until the cancer scarred her body in a thousand different ways, stole her 
hair, her mobility, her continence, her breath, her life. 

Still, the funeral was a lovely one, with huge bouquets of flowers and mourners swathed in black silk. My 
high heels sunk into the damp grass beside the open grave like quicksand, as if death hoped to swallow me 
too. We held white roses, creamy silken petals, cloyingly sweet—no thorns. I took mine back with me and 
kept it in my cabin, watching it die by degrees the way she did. 

My grandfather lived with the ghost of her, the ghost left behind in the endless ephemera that one accumulates 
over the course of a life. He lived with the white silhouettes of silk blouses, long-fingered gloves, hat boxes 
filled with warm knit caps and a few whimsical fascinators she never wore. A dozen different kinds of 
cream, ointment, lotion, and shampoo lined the bathroom counters and shower shelves. Lipstick-stained 
tissues in the trash, a half-empty pack of Depends from when the cancer took the last of her dignity, brand-
new stationery for all the goodbye letters she never got to write. He lived with it all, the presence of her in 
all that was once hers, and the absence. 

Five months passed, and he was ready to lose her again, so we came with bags and cleaned every trace of 
her out of drawers and closets: face powder, the wigs she wore after the cancer took her hair, billowy linen 
pants, mountains of wool sweaters—she was always cold—thatched sun hats, thick cabled scarves like knit 
nooses. We packed it all into white trash bags stuffed in the back of our van and unloaded it in the empty 
space we’d cleared in the garage. 

At night I wandered out to look at it all, running my fingers over tubes of lotion and little pots of shiny 
makeup. Is that all we come to, ephemera in the back of someone’s van, waiting to be discarded?

We each saved a few things, strange trophies of a life left-over. I took a pair of gold hoop earrings, leather-
palmed driving gloves lined with warm angora, and a half-empty bottle of her favorite perfume. Some 
nights I would puff the atomizer against my skin, and a cloud of the familiar odor would dampen the cool 
white underbelly of my wrist. Alone in the darkness, enveloped in the scent, I could almost pretend she 
had not gone. 

But she had, and the truth of it struck me in odd ways. Sometimes it would be a word I remembered her 
saying, incongruous on unfamiliar lips. Other times it was a book she had once recommended to me, a song 
she always hummed while cooking, a shade of lipstick I imagined her liking. 

My grief I wore like a perfume, the scent fading with time until only I could smell it, holding my wrist close 
to my face, inhaling the floral fragrance of it, the vanilla and jasmine undertones, the scent and memory.

Emily at Cape Elizabeth
© Louis-Bassett Porter   MS4



The Threaded Beads of a Pediatric Nurse
© Barbara Antolino-Smith, RN   Retired, Children’s Hospital

Days and weeks and months and years
threaded on a string.
Colorful beads of joy and pallid beads of sorrow.
Death and life on a string.
Dark toddler eyes that wince and close.
Weakening teenage arms that struggle to rise.
Adolescent fears that crush their hope.
These and other dashed dreams and wanderings
give me pause.

I have no answers
but I have no questions.
My heart is laden with the smiles of children and young people
who breached the levee of life and made it.
My heart is laden with the crushing pain of children and young people
who share no smiles now.
Who exist only in tender memories and my quiet moments.

We are a shared humanity.
Rising above and past our most difficult struggles.
Listening, comforting and trusting.
Fashioning a world that may not exist
but that could exist.
A template of kindness and compassion and mercy.
For all.

The threaded beads are locked now
on a string that encircles my soul.
They are a gift, given to me
by dozens and scores and now hundreds
of dear precious remembrances.
My reward for not just a job well done
but a life well lived.

NY, NY
© Mike Nakhla   MS4

Judge’s Comments
At first glance this painting asks many questions and plays with our curiosity. As a composition the texture, 
movement, and bright contrasting color of the background draw the viewer in. But what is it we are looking 
at? The image appears very abstracted but through the title we realize that the artist is representing a section 
of a prayer rope. The undulating twisted forms here feel giant in scale, alive, and containing a force beyond 
explanation. This artist has created a work with strong tension between the forms of the abstracted shapes 
and the content of what is actually being represented.
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Second Place Art

Chotki (Prayer Rope)
© Angela Sedun

Daughter-in-law of Yvonne Sedun, RN   Retired from Pain Management



Second Place Literature

Counting by Twelves
© Marcia Hess, BSN, RN, CPN   Children’s Hospital
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Judge’s Comments
This wonderful piece of writing shows, not tells, what makes a nurse a real nurse. It shows the gulf between 
the patient and the caregiver, and that some can at least come close to crossing that gulf. Work can be love. 
Oh for a taste of that chocolate cake!

My colleague was frazzled, her shift report terse. 
“You’ll need roller skates tonight,” she said, glancing 
at my assignment sheet. “Bed 1 won’t stop crying 
since mom left, Bed 2 gets triple antibiotics, and 
Bed 6 – what a day. Let’s see him first; you’ll be 
in there all night anyway.” We stopped outside the 
room as she pushed the door open. “No isolation 
orders, but I’d wear gloves. He’s got something 
brewing for sure.”

From the chart I had already read the H&P – a 
pediatric service patient who had suffered a hypoxic 
brain injury at birth. Neurologically devastated as 
a result, this was a child with the developmental 
level of an infant in the awkward body of a pre-
adolescent boy.  Recent worsening seizures had led 
to respiratory distress and feeding intolerance; my 
tasks this shift would include care of his G-tube 
(oozing), colostomy bag (leaking), central line 
(positional) and trach (due to be changed) as well 
as frequent neuro checks and vitals plus meds 
almost every hour. 

“I’ve changed the whole bed twice today,” Kelly 
whispered as we entered the room for report and 
safety checks, “but he’ll probably need another 
bath tonight. Mom will help –she’s really good with 
him.”

In a recliner on the far side of the bed a woman in 
business attire cradled my patient, a frail pre-teen 
clad only in an adult diaper, multi-colored cords 
and wires connecting him to clustered machines. 
“He hates clothes,” Kelly shrugged, “and with the 
fever we just left everything off…”

She chatted with Mom as I quickly scanned his 
cardiac monitor, confirmed his IV fluid and feeding 
rate, noted his emergency equipment. Oxygen, 
suction, code sheet – check, check, check.  When 

I greeted his mother and bent down to examine 
the ID band on his bony ankle, I was surprised to 
see under his name today’s date (different year). 
Only then did I comprehend what my mind had 
initially glossed over in favor of a hurried clinical 
assessment – the colorful balloons by the window, 
a stack of unopened gifts and the crumbs from a 
partially-eaten frosted cake littering the bedside 
table. His mom followed my glance and smiled. 

He’s twelve today,” she explained. “Don’t worry – I’ll 
clean up the mess, but after we almost lost him last 
week we just had to celebrate. Please, have some 
cake – there’s plenty.” She bent to kiss his acne-
scarred forehead, gently stroked his spastic limbs as 
she wiped a spot of drool from her cream-colored 
silk blouse.

“When he was born they said he might only live a 
few weeks,“ she explained, “so every birthday is like 
another miracle. Isn’t that right, my sweet boy?”  As 
if in response, his lanky arms jerked, unfocused 
eyes still staring ahead. “You understand Mommy, 
don’t you, even if you can’t talk back.”

Here is what joins us – what separates us. Tonight we 
would both be busy; by morning, both exhausted. 
(I’ve never seen any parent sleep well on those 
bedside cots.) We were both gentle and efficient 
caregivers, both striving for the best outcome for 
this young boy. Yet - on the scribbled paper in my 
pocket and my electronic “task list,” I anticipated 
twelve hours of strenuous work. His mother’s eyes 
projected twelve years of unabashed love.

Peeling off my gloves as Kelly took a phone call, I 
pulled over a padded green chair. “Happy birthday, 
Jimmy - thanks so much for sharing your cake with 
me. I can’t wait to try it! And chocolate is even my 
favorite!”  

2 4

Judge’s Comments
I like this photo very much for a number of reasons. The low camera angle creates an interesting point of 
view, with the viewer sharing the couple’s ground level perspective and engaging in the common experience 
of looking up at the clouds. The ample space given to the sky provides breathing room for the photo, and 
though the viewer is sharing an intimate moment with the couple, it doesn’t feel intrusive. The subtle color 
caste adds to the mood with warmth at the bottom of the frame complemented by cool at the top. I also am 
struck by the dreaminess of the moment. The couple are connected via their hands and knees, yet they are 
looking upward rather than at each other, and I wonder what they are thinking. It’s a simple composition 
without distractions and it just works.

Second Place Photography

Under the Hidden Stars
© Samuel Labib, MD

Resident   Department of Radiology
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Memories of the OR
© Tony Lin   MS4

As we wheeled the patient into the OR, I distinctly 
remembered the slight scent of bleach still lingering 
in the air. Along the far side of the wall, the scrub 
nurse, adorned in a light blue surgical gown complete 
with a facemask and non-latex gloves, was counting 
the instruments for the operation. “Two, four, six, 
eight…” she would mutter as she parsed her fingers 
over each tool. 

The OR was busy. It was loud as the metal tools 
rustled and clanked against the stainless-steel table. 
Tubing and wires adorned the bed as the patient 
was connected to the anesthesia machine. The lights 
were bright, illuminating each quarter of the room. 
And yet, amidst all the commotion, was the constant 
beep of the cardiac monitor. Beep…Beep…Beep. It 
was a metronome, conducting the melody of the 
ballad that is the OR. The noise suddenly halted 
as the attending surgeon stood on the side of the 
patient, gowned and gloved, ready to practice her 
craft which she had perfected. 

Having stood by the patient’s side for hours, the 
surgeon finished the last stitch. As the patient was 
wheeled to the recovery unit, a new crew entered 
the OR armed with buckets and mops. They cleaned 
the room with scrutiny, using cloth rags to wipe 
down each recess of the bed and throwing away 
the waste left behind. Readying myself for the next 
case, I grabbed a facemask. As I stood, I could still 
remember the faint scent of bleach that lingered in 
the air. Not too long later, the doors opened and the 
next patient was brought into the room. And like 
that, the cycle of the OR continued once more. 
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Untitled
© Jessie Waite   Spouse of Steve Waite, Mail Services

A Casual Stroll
© Yan Leyfman   MS3
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Silver Linings 2
 © Jehan Momin   MS1

Imitation
 © Marian Poley   MS2

My Call
© Jacqueline Heath   MS3

As I make calls upon my heart,
to now unveil its deep-held wants,
I find my vision still made dark,
by an unwelcome doubt that haunts.

I call those next who know me best,
to do this work I was assigned,
and ask them if they’ll take this test,
since still uncertain I’m resigned.

But then I stop and take a glance,
to see clear sadness in my eyes,
knowing I can’t give up the chance,
to find the answer I’ll call mine.

So here I stand with both feet firm,
deep-planted in newfound resolve,
my prior doubt now overturned,
finally, ready for my call.

Painting Rivers
© Margaret Shoeman, MDiv   Pastoral Services

In the end, the motorbike was innocent…
Remember how the wind blew through his hair
I can only imagine- thick and dark and beautiful but
In the end, they shaved his precious head 
To no avail.
And I saw her- the eyes of a woman who prayed each time he went,
And through her eyes, she took me by the throat, so I ran in- knew she’d     
  not let go
And so I stayed.
“Where are we going?” she buckled but I held her up.
“WHERE…..are we GOING?” In the end, there was only all that was left,
and I held her: “We’ll get there, Mama. We’re going right where we need to be.”
A boy whose hair I never saw- but his quiet toes, yesterday’s stubble on a quiet 
chin, the ship on his arm…because in the end, the head she kissed when she 
first spoke his name-my sweet boy- had no way back from the emptiness that 
drove him out to blow it all away.
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Pretending Not to Hear
© Otto Schoeck   MS3

I’m seated directly across from the patient rooms 
in an open area with computers. The doctor I’m 
working with is next to me on his cell phone. 
I’m staring at all of the little digital boxes on the 
computer screen that need to be checked off in 
order to code for the appropriate billing level, it’s 
monotonous clicking but I’m happy that I can 
leave the COW in the hallway and sit down at a 
stationary desktop for a few minutes in between 
patients. The COW annoys me because I have to 
cart it around to each room. Sometimes I can’t even 
see the patient above the monitor. By the time I 
push it in and close the plastic curtain divider the 
doctor is halfway through his interview. 

Today we are working in the area of the ER 
designated for “non-serious” patients, people 
with broken bones, the flu, headaches, or mild 
abdominal pain. 

Smoker? Have you reviewed vitals? Click, click.

I maximize the patient tracker on my desktop 
screen and see that the waiting room is crowded, 
but all of the beds in the main ER are full.

Vaccinations up to date? I check the medical history. 
Click. 

“Did you order the x-ray on bed 32?” I ask the 
doctor. 

“Yeah, for the left?” he was still scrolling through 
his phone. His wife had just had their baby a few 
days earlier. He was probably checking in on her or 
looking at pictures. 

History of MI, hypothyroidism, IDDM, asthma? Two 
clicks each for a strikethrough.

The curtain for the room directly in front of my 
table opens silently. The patient leaves the room 
after being discharged by the nurse. 

The young tech in shabby scrubs pulls the curtain 
back just enough to squeeze through. I can’t see 
him working, but I know he has removed the bed 
sheet and is sterilizing the plastic covering and 
countertops because I can smell the wipes we use. 
You have to use gloves when touching them. 

I check the patient tracker because we have a room 
open now and it has been cleaned. Because this is 
the non-emergent area, triage will most likely send 
us the patient who has been waiting the longest. 
The doctor puts his cell phone down.

Allergies? “No drug allergies”. 

“The urinalysis is back on bed 39, looks like a UTI,” 
I say. He goes into the room to discuss the lab results 
with the patient and for a re-evaluation. 

I’m still checking little boxes off and I notice the 

Looking to the Past
© Jesica James   PhD Candidate   Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

nurse bring the next patient into the empty room 
across from where I am sitting. I hear the patient 
say she has a mild headache and the nurse doesn’t 
turn the lights on for that reason. The curtain is 
closed. 

Was this chart completed by a scribe? Click. 

The doctor returns from room 39 and pulls up the 
tracker to see what patient triage has indicated will 
be moved into the room. He doesn’t realize the next 
patient is already in the room across from us. I’m 
still finishing up the chart from earlier when I hear 
him exhale loudly. He’s known to do this and I’ve 
learned to pretend like I don’t notice. 

He says something like, “Why would triage want 
to send a lady to this area with multiple abscesses 
on her breasts because she doesn’t know how 
to shower? You’ve got to be kidding me. I’m not 
draining those here. They should send her to the 
main ER.” 

The nurse and tech laugh and I still pretend not to 
notice, even though he’s being loud. 

“You should just give her a washcloth and a 
pamphlet on routine bathing,” he tells the nurse. “I 
don’t want to deal with abscesses right now.”

I see the curtain open but I don’t hear it because 
she does it slowly. She doesn’t say anything, but she 

walks quickly with her arms clutching her purse 
and she’s still in the hospital gown she was told to 
put on by the nurse. She slides past us and exits 
our area. 

The nurse and tech are still smiling, “Where is she 
going? Do you think she heard?” one of them asks.

“She was crying,” I say. 

The doctor is on his cell phone again and exhales 
loudly for a second time. “I hope she doesn’t fill out 
an evaluation. I don’t want my patient satisfaction 
score to drop.” He smiles but it’s forced. His eyes 
give it away. He looks disappointed. 

Is the chart complete and ready for submission? Click. 

I pull open the tracker a few minutes later and 
discover that the patient with abscesses is now in 
the main ER and being seen by another doctor I’ve 
worked with before. I know this doctor doesn’t care 
about her patient satisfaction scores nearly as much 
as she cares about her patients and I am relieved. 

“I still think abscesses aren’t appropriate for this 
area, triage messed this up,” the doctor says when 
I’m packing up to go home. 

I pretend not to hear. 
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Showing Off
© Arunangshu Das, PhD   Biochemistry and Molecular Biology



Empathy in the ED
©  Xiaojie Liao   MS2

It was just another one of those late nights. I glanced 
down at my Styrofoam cup of coffee, now half empty. 
I took a sip, and instantly grimaced at the harsh 
and bitter taste as it punched through my tongue, 
leaving behind a dark aftertaste. Needs more sugar, 
I thought as I placed the cup back down. But there 
was no time to waste as the physician knocked on 
the table, briefly knocking me out of my zoned 
stare. “Hey, let’s get moving. Another patient just got 
in. Looks like another alcohol detox,” he told me. 

Working as an ED scribe, this was the life I came 
to grow familiar with during my numerous hours 
spent during the graveyard shifts at the hospital 
I was working at in New York City. As soon as I 
check in for work at 5pm, hours seem to melt by, 
for the patients who come by the emergency room 
stream through constantly throughout the night. 
There was always work to be done, always patients 
to be interviewed, and always labs and blood to 
be drawn. During these shifts, time becomes just 
another abstract concept. Everyone was constantly 
moving, and with the squeaks of bed wheels and 
sneakers hurrying down the hallway, the ED was 
never a quiet place.

I gathered my computer and followed my physician 
out of the room and into the hall. As I struggled to 
keep up with his frantic pace of walking, I asked 
him which patient we were going to go see next. 
The physician grumbled under his breath…”It’s 
Carlos again.”

Carlos, as he became to be known in the emergency 
department, was very well-known to the staff, nurses 
and physicians. As I’ve came to learn, he usually 
shows up every week to the ED for one reason or 
another, but usually it was because of his alcohol. 
I walked into his room, and I noticed the strong 
scent of alcohol on his clothes. His arms and legs 
were as thin as sticks yet his stomach was bloated, 
testament to his ascites secondary to his many years 
of excessive alcohol consumption. His urinalysis 
was significant for 4+ glucose and ketones, revealing 
his long history of uncontrolled diabetes. 

The physician came in and introduced himself. 
Carlos looked at him, with his wide deep brown 
eyes, and pointed to the right side of his chest. “It 
hurts,” he pleaded. “It hurts.” 

“Yes, yes I know it hurts,” said the physician. “When 
did the pain start?” Carlos looked at him, with the 
same expression on his face which clearly showed 
the pain that he was suffering from. “It hurts,” 
Carlos repeated. Once again, he pointed to that one 
tender spot that was located on the right side of his 
chest, just below the ribcage. 

“Once again, Carlos, tell me when did this all 
happen and what was going on,” the physician 
repeated again. This time, he wasn’t smiling and 
it was obvious that he was getting quite agitated. 
He breathed of impatience, as impatient as an 
overworked physician working a second consecutive 
day on graveyard shift could be at 3 a.m.. Carlos 
merely stared at him, with his unkempt black hair 
and dark brown eyes and grabbed his hand. “Por 
favor,” he said. “It hurts, it hurts.”

The physician, realizing that further talk would be 
pointless, turned to the nurse and told her that he 
was going to put in orders for lab work and asked 
her to initiate IV fluid and electrolytes. All the 
meanwhile, Carlos kept on looking at the physician, 
trying to get his attention, or anyone’s attention, to 
the fact that he was in pain. But the nurses were 
too busy gathering supplies and the physician was 
busy putting in orders. As a bystander, I wanted to 
say something to make Carlos feel better, but wasn’t 
exactly sure what to say. What was my role in all of 
this? Just as I worked up enough courage to open 
my mouth, the physician nodded his head. “Come 
on,” he said. “Five new patients just came in so we 
need to get moving.”

And just like that, I packed up my computer and 
scurried after the physician as the squeals of bed 
wheels and sneakers echoed throughout once more. 
The ED is never a quiet place.
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Portrait of Grandmother
© David Yoder, MD

Department of Internal Medicine

My Mother’s Hands
©  Clay Cooper   MD/MBA Candidate

These words are part of a patient conversation this year 
that has stuck with me. I hope she recognized my hands as 
caring hands too. 

I looked down just now and saw my mother’s hands. 

That’s when you know you are getting old. 

I can’t see the birds because my neck won’t look up 
high anymore.

I can’t see the flowers growing below me because I 
can no longer look down. 

But I wouldn’t trade it for anything. 

There is a lot these hands can do. 

Cook, clean, craft, knit, sew, quilt, comfort…

I looked down just now and saw my mother’s hands; 
Caring hands

Frank
© Deb Tomazin

Department of Humanities



Whole
© Keena Lee Thrush  Sister of Kelly Thrush, CRNP   Department of Internal Medicine

Will I ever be Whole again? 
Will I ever be loved again?
Why did I ever jump?
Why did I ever hope? 
I’m lying here in this bed. 
the cold lights blare in my head.

I’m brimming over with dread
consumed with doubt
fears remain from the bloodshed

Will I ever be Whole again? 
Will I ever be loved again?
Why did I ever jump?
Why did I ever hope? 
I’m lying here in this bed. 
I might as well just be dead. 

pain in my ears
pain in my tears
it’s an inferno here

slippers and bedpans
surgical masks
nurses and doctors
scuffling around

Will I ever be Whole again? 
Will I ever be loved again?
Why did I ever jump?
Why did I ever hope? 
I’m lying here in this bed. 
and my whole heart has been bled.
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swabs with a sickening stench
everything makes me wrench
smiles are only a memory
when was it that I was free?

Will I ever be Whole again? 
Will I ever be loved again?
Why did I ever jump?
Why did I ever hope? 
I’m lying here in this bed. 
and all my friends have fled

too tired to open my eyes
too tired to eat
too tired to sleep
no appetite in this stomach

the joy of eating
only a memory of long ago days

dread
doubt
fears

shrouding my life

will i ever be whole again?

In the Eye of the Beholder
© Justin Etzel   MS3
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I Have a What?
© Linda Mattern   Patient

Up to the day I found out I had an aneurysm in my brain, 
I led a perfectly typical life. Work, shopping and band 
practice (I play clarinet in two community bands) kept 
me busy. Then on that frightful day, everything changed. 
Oh, I still went to work and band rehearsals, but now 
I had a dark cloud hanging over and in my head.  You 
see, having a cerebral aneurysm to me meant that instant 
death was on the horizon. Example 1: May was having 
dinner with her family when suddenly she complained 
of a bad headache, and her head crashed to the table. She 
had suffered a deadly stroke.  Reason: a ruptured cerebral 
aneurysm. Example 2: Charlie was taking a walk with his 
little dog Brutus when all of a sudden dizziness overcame 
him, and he fell to the ground in a coma from which he 
did not recover. The cause: a ruptured cerebral aneurysm.  
So you can understand why I was extremely scared when 
I learned I had one of these formidable foes in my own 
brain.

I did extensive research, asked many questions and found 
that my aneurysm was not quite the ticking time bomb 
I was afraid it could be. After looking at my cerebral 
angiogram, my neurosurgeon assured me that the risk of 
rupture was small on account of the aneurysm itself was 
small. His confidence in his diagnosis made me feel less 
afraid, and gave me some inner peace.

Meanwhile, it seems as though a long cold tentacle has 
reached out from the aneurysm and wrapped itself around 
the part of my brain that controls my emotions. Waves 
of sadness wash over me from time to time.  I cry at 
everything  ALL the time! This gets really annoying and to 
top it off, the result of all this crying, swollen eyes and a 
red blotchy face, is NOT a good look for me. 

But on a brighter note, my brothers Tom and Jerry (yes, 
really) who love to tease me, insist that my having an 
aneurysm has not affected my shopping skills at all and 
in fact it has sharpened them. Also, I have reconnected 
with my college roommate Pat, and together we relive our 
Glory Days; and I recently learned that people who don’t 
know me at all have included me in their prayer chains.

So honestly, some wonderful things have occurred for me 
since the discovery of my aneurysm and I am grateful for 
all of them. However, I do rue the day I had to say “I have 
a what?!!!”

But still, something that keeps my shopping skills intact, 
can’t be all bad. Can it?

To be continued……..
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A Wave from the Deep
© Yan Leyfman   MS3
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White
©  Susan Landis, CRNA    Retired, Department of Anesthesiology 

 “A travel advisory has been issued; do not drive unless absolutely necessary!”

The meteorologist cautions as my radio alarm fills the room with the sound of his voice. His prediction of 
heavy winter storm conditions is confirmed by the view from my bedroom window.

Soft white flakes continue their steady fall and proceed to blanket the landscape. The snow is dazzling as 
nature’s purest white glitters with minute particles of ice glinting sporadically in the early morning

dawn.

But I cannot indulge in the soft white Egyptian cotton sheets of my warm bed.

I am among those who must brave the elements on this blustery white Sunday morning. The tires on my 
CRV spin as I slip forward through the blizzard.  

The Operating room pulses with activities as those of us laboring under added burdens face the reality 
that the relief shift may not arrive this stormy evening.  

One quiet moment and the shrill call of my pager punctuate the silence. I sprint to the Emergency 
department as the severely injured patient rolls into the trauma bay, soft white blankets shield him from 

the bitter chill.

His eyes thank me as pure white Propofol courses through his veins to quiet the white hot agony of his 
suffering.

White. 

“ The opposite of black.”

An Ever Changing View                                         © Jessica Waite   Wife of Steve Waite    Mail Services
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Making Acquaintance
©  Rev. David Carnish, MDiv, BCC
 Pastoral Services

You came in on the stretcher and arrived in the trauma bay
The doctors, the nurses and EMTs faithfully working
Their eyes told me the pronouncement
Their bodies whispered their dis-ease
And I the chaplain standing there never thought to pray
Discomforted in death’s visit again
You bled out all over the floor
My Clark’s were covered in your vitality
You died there.
And we wondered, what was your name?
Where were you from?
Whom did you love?
Who loved you?
How young you are!
A while later these ponderings were answered
Your fiancé arrived
You had only moments ago slid a ring on her finger
Looked into her eyes on one knee
She said, “Yes”
You drove off in reverie
Years have past,
I still remember

Medical Haiku #3
© Tony Lin   MS4

Fighting bitterly
Losing hair but never hope
Triumph and Prevail

Portrait of Nancy
©   David Yoder, MD
 Department of Internal Medicine

Winter Stock 2
© Larry Jason  Family of Lynn Matincheck
 Department of Humanities
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After the Code
©  Homaira Zaman   MS3

Lydia was dreaming. 

In her mind, she was still a twenty-something-year-old 
medical student; her lingering memories of breathing 
tubes and pomegranate sheets convinced her of that 
much. Nonetheless, her mother harbored no suspicion 
that the pigtailed, three-foot-tall preschooler in a pink-
and-purple polka-dot dress was anything but that – a 
little girl.

Lydia found her mother sitting in the dining room, 
flipping through a photo album that rivaled the dinner 
table with its wingspan. Lydia inhaled through her mouth 
to avoid sampling the reek of old mothballs. When she 
was ready, she hoisted herself up to the first horizontal 
beam connecting two legs of the table, gripped onto the 
floral engravings for balance, and tugged at the hem of 
her mother’s cardigan.

 “What is it, Lily?”

Her mother’s eyes were just as Lydia remembered them 
– dark chocolate, with a touch of warmth for a chilly 
evening. Within seconds, Lydia was climbing into her 
mother’s arms.

“Ma –” Lydia buried her runny nose in between the 
sequins on her mother’s blouse. “I’m really sad.”

Then she started to cry. There was no one else there, there 
was nothing to be ashamed of, she didn’t have to feign 
emotional strength in front of her mother. She clutched 
the fabric of the blouse, crumpling the synthetic silk in 
her miniature fists, as she let the tears and mucus soak 
in between the buttons and into her mother’s undershirt.

She stayed there for a long time, curled in her mother’s 
lap like an unborn baby. She never explained herself, 
and that was the best part. She wasn’t expected to justify 
the relentless, scalding pain rippling down her chest for 
the past week, or the sickly-sweet stench of saturated 
sheets that trickled back at inopportune moments. For 
now, she simply treasured the time she spent sobbing 
without a sound, surrounded by the scent of chamomile 
and lavender extract. Every tear that dribbled down her 
chin cleansed her of another pang of isolation, of false 
fortitude in the face of all she had seen.

“I know, Lydia,” said her mother. “I know.”

Walking Home
 © Katelin Mirkin, MD

Resident, Department of Surgery

Third Place Art

Man in Rain
 © Louis-Bassett Porter   MS4

Judge’s Comments
“Man in Rain” has a film noir quality to it and the content and visual forms are well matched. Strong contrast 
and jarring angular shapes give a mood of cynicism. We see what appears to be a businessman rushing past 
another (blind or homeless) person hidden in the shadows. There is an element of surprise. Which man 
does the title refer to? The artist does a fine job of capturing a strong mood in a specific moment in time.
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Third Place Literature

The Neglected Window
© Kelly Chambers, CRNA

 Department of Anesthesiology

Tiny fingers with lingering butter clinging
Drag them across the cold, clear glass
Cat hair and dust searching for a home
Finds comfort on the smooth surface

Transparent progresses to translucent
Fortuitous morning light through the neglected window
Illuminating each dust particle like stars
Each cat hair like glowing angiography

The neglected window
Beautiful transformation, if just for a moment
Witness to exquisite, fleeting moments with my small children
Moments measurable by lovely filth 

Judge’s Comments
Windows are supposed to be seen through, not seen through. They are supposed to be kept clean. But 
an unwashed window, as these twelve lines portray, can evoke some powerful musings. What “fleeting, 
exquisite moments” the  “lovely filth” brings to light!
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Judge’s Comments
Waiting is one of the hallmark experiences shared across cultures by people interacting with their healthcare 
system. We wait to see doctors; we wait for test results; we wait to hear good news; we wait for bad news; 
we wait for explanations; and we wait for answers. In this beautiful portrait, a mother and her child wait 
(we don’t know what for) but we can imagine any number of possibilities. The light is lovely, the woman’s 
expression is pensive yet resolute, and she is looking out a window while others look in the opposite 
direction. I wish there were fewer distracting elements (the blue cloth and the numerous people take 
attention from the main subject) but I’m just nit-picking. It’s a great photo that speaks to the theme of 
happenstance and it is executed very well. 

Third Place Photography

Waiting for Answers

 © Eric Hodson, RN, CCRN
Friend of Pulkit Bose, MS4
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Schrödinger’s Valentine
© Elias Harkins   
 Son of Gerald Harkins, MD  
 Department of OB/GYN

Isn’t it nice to know about quantum mechanics?
How atoms and small things work
Yes, things so small they barely are.
Superposition’s say that multiple states
Can exist, at the same time.
Some say there are infinitely many options
Whole universes, with every reality set forth.

In this reality, you and I exist.
And as I look at you I realize
How nervous I am
Even though we lived 
So many lives
In so many worlds.

In many, we’re already together.
Some where I asked you
And others where you asked me.
In some of these worlds, we are perfect
A couple
I like that universe.

There are many where we spend our lives together
Happy, loving, caring.
There are infinitely many of these happy universes, 
So I should ask.
There are so many good opportunities.

But there are also bad ones
Messy ones.
Ones that end in breakups, rejection, divorce,
Proximity-unrelated distance
Pain.
And they’re what I fear.
So much.
Because so much could go wrong.
I shouldn’t ask.

But,
There are still more worlds.
Some in which we don’t talk much
Some in which we never meet
Some where one of us doesn’t exist.

So I’m glad to exist in this universe.
Where I have known you.
Even though this universe may lead to pain,
It may lead to greatness.

The Selfie
© J. Spence Reid, MD

 Department of Orthopedics and Rehabilitation

Magnolia Bloom
© Gordon Kauffman, MD

 Retired   Department of Surgery

Part of our educational conference is to show pictures of patients and discuss the surgical management. 
The point is to test our technical knowledge and prove we are training to be safe surgeons. This particular 
morning our attending brought up a picture of one of our inpatients. 

She was a spry 88 year old who surprisingly lived on her own. She was brought meals that were easy to 
prepare and didn’t require stovetop cooking. She was seen a few times a week by a caregiver and didn’t really 
leave her home. She had one son that lived a few states over and no other relatives. She didn’t live an exotic 
life, but she was able to get by and she was happy.  

She never paid much attention to the sore by her nose that never quite went away. It persisted and grew 
larger over the course of years until her caregiver insisted she be evaluated by a physician. She needed the 
basal cell carcinoma resected which was performed by a MOHs surgery. Easily resected, cancer gone, mission 
accomplished, the large hole in her face left behind. She was told to just follow up with plastic surgery. 

The plan was easy; the nose has three layers: lining, support, coverage. The defect was missing support and 
coverage and then the cheek is a separate subunit: do a cervicofacial flap for advancement to the nose and 
then reconstruct the nasal defect with a forehead flap. Use three stages with thinning and cartilage from her 
ear. Multiple procedures, donor sites and trips to the clinic. 

I had studied last night, read about nasal and cheek reconstruction, learned the different techniques and 
approaches, and developed a plan. Now I was just casually browsing the patient’s chart. I discovered she 
lived alone, didn’t travel outside of her house and wore glasses to ambulate with a walker. She also needed 
the glasses to see the TV, which was one of her favorite pastimes. I needed to treat the patient with a wound 
and not the wound on a patient. We discussed the risks and the benefits to find out what the best option was 
for her. We didn’t put her through many stages with many donor sites and visits to clinic. She had a one stage 
reconstruction that although not ideal, suited her perfectly. I’ll never again make the mistake of treating the 
problem without considering the patient first. 

Treating the Patient with a Wound and Not the Wound on the Patient
© Logan Carr, MD   Resident   Plastic Surgery

Play Freebird!
© Samuel Labib, MD

 Department of Radiology
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More Than Coincidence
© Alyssa Peachey   Cancer Institute

This past summer I enrolled in an Ethics in Healthcare class. It was an elective course for my master’s 
program. The class covered many controversial issues but one particular evening the class discussed the 
ethics of resuscitating a terminally ill patient. Throughout the semester and the 17 months prior, my dad 
was very ill.  His stage 4 colon cancer had spread to his liver, lungs, abdomen and brain. He was gripping 
life with everything he had, for us, my mom, and my two younger sisters (ages 18 and 20). I went to class 
the same day my dad’s team of doctors said there was nothing else that could be done to prolong his life and 
that hospice care would be discussed in the morning with our palliative care team. 

That evening in class I sat very quiet, very still, emotionless. I was processing everything that was going on 
around me as my colleagues were intellectually involved in a conversation that was hypothetical to them, 
but intensely personal to me. That night one of my classmates was notably vocal. He spoke about his work 
in chaplaincy and how he holds the hands dying patients with their families every day. He helps those that 
are dying come to terms with death and spoke fluidly on his thoughts against resuscitating the terminally 
ill. I spent the remainder of the session debating whether or not I should share my story with my classmate. 
I resonated with everything he said. I wanted his help and his support to guide me through my journey. At 
the end of the class I left without saying a word to anyone. I didn’t want to pass the burden. After all, he 
was in class not at work.  

The following morning, my family was expecting the palliative team to discuss hospice care. The hospital 
halls echoed the somber mood as we waited for the dreaded knock on the door. Our palliative doctor 
walked in and following behind was my classmate! Unbeknownst to me, my classmate was also the chaplain 
for palliative care and was called to meet with my family. The moment of re-introduction remains branded 
in my mind. Tears filled my eyes as soon as I saw him walk through the door. Everyone in the room was 
confused, questioning how we already knew each other. It was cathartic. I could see his mind spontaneously 
thinking of everything he said last night and how seemingly our paths had crossed by divine intervention.  

Over the next three weeks my classmate turned into my confidant. He stayed after every class to talk to me 
about my dad and helped me understand death. He shared that he also lost his dad. One of the most valuable 
lessons he taught me about dying was that all of us have to say goodbye to my dad, but my dad has to say 
goodbye to all of us. I’ve always commended my classmate on his timing, but minutes after my dad took his 
last breath, my classmate texted that he was thinking about my family. My dad passed away on Father’s Day. 
My chaplain classmate always knew what to say, but that day he used the most fluid combination of words. 
“You gave your dad the best Father’s Day gift you could, to love him through his last breath.”

On the Medicine Ward at L’Hopital de M’Bour
© Allison Weinstock   MS4

New Dawn
© Jonathan Ringenbach

Son of Kathy Ringenbach, RN, BSN, CCRN
Penn State Health Bone and Joint Institute 
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Immobile
©  Keena Lee Thrush
 Sister of Kelly Thrush, CRNP 
  Department of Internal Medicine

unable to move
unable to bend
stuck as if in cement
wanting to break out
unable to feel
the numbness in that nerve
which will never live again
which will never feel again
it’s dead, muerto, Tod, mort
only the feeling of cold pins is left

to want to jump with joy
to want to dance with glee
to want to be active

but to know it will never be

my thoughts run wildly through my head
I am not a stone
I am not an ice cold mountain
I am not a wall
I am not invisible

then why can’t you see me?
why do you ignore me?
why am I unapproachable?

when will my heart beat again?

to laugh
to love
to scream
to shout

just to live again
that is all I ask
let me move

Salon de l’humanité
© Sudhanshu Bhatnagar   MS4

Each man is a canvas
Upon which life paints
The resolute portraits
Of our fates

Every stroke of the brush
All colors and shade
Are drawn by definitions
Of the choices made

Though we may curse events
Shortcomings and fails
The image on the canvas
Is honest in its tale

Human paintings are priceless
Beyond appraisal of worth
As the art of the soul embodied
Adorns the Gallery Earth
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Teeth
© Anthony Sedun   Son of Yvonne Sedun, R.N.
 Retired, Pain Management

“Help me write this,” she said to her now grown son.
He sat down in the chair in front of the computer
and they typed the short retirement letter.
“I’ve gotten good at this, I guess,” he laughed
with his mom as they recalled how he wrote
his own resignation letter
from his old job of ten years.

She got to forty-one in nursing.
And he realized as he typed how strange
that in all these years
he had never even asked his mother why.

An Essex girl who was bussed into Baltimore City
to attend Seton Hall, an all-girls school at the time,
she was tall with long chestnut hair.
That was when girls covered their hair
with tissues when they forgot their chapel veils.
She was teased mercilessly about her height,
something he discovered only last year.

As she was finishing her career now, his mind
drifted north to a girl growing up
in a shelter in Fort Greene. Named after water
her mom could only dream of affording,
the girl cut her teeth between early morning chores
and four-letter words and fights in her school.
Of all the things she had: perfect teeth.

He remembered, as well…
He came with his sister, their stay at the orphanage
numbered months before the flight to JFK,
she with all her outfits worn, no suitcase.
They met their new parents and brother, aunt and uncle.
The words were to follow.

Between keystrokes he remembered again
something he recently read.  In 1835, the body of a woman
from the early Iron Age was found in a bog
in Jutland, Denmark.

Copper skinned, naked and supine, a leather cape
and three woolen garments could only say so much.
A slight fault along the flesh of her neck
might suggest the rest.

“Is that it?” he asked, as he typed the last
sentence, followed by the salutation.
She wasn’t there to see his first teeth break
the gum line as a child. But she saw him
cut his teeth all the same. Strangely enough,
perhaps he had seen her after all
sometimes do the same.

The Perfect Joy of Bubbles
© Kelly Chambers, CRNA   
 Department of Anesthesiology

Free to Ponder
© Kelly Thrush, MSN, CRNP
 Department of Internal Medicine

First Grandchild
©  Jeanette Tawara
 Daughter of Susan Landis, CRNA   Retired, Department of Anesthesiology
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Of What
© Lynelle    Patient

Of what does life & happiness
Consist - what is the treasure?
Not gold nor silver mines galore
Can scarce begin to measure
When weighed against a photograph
Of some small moment’s pleasure.

Those moments that we cannot keep
And know not when we live them
Of such the joys of life are made
- No earthly king can give them.

     A puppy sitting ‘midst the leaves
     Of autumn’s golden splendor,
     An apple from the harvest’s bin
     Between his paws so tender.

     The children playing by the lake,
     With dad & grandpa laughing
     - A summer’s day to tuck away
     Against the seasons passing.

Oh, how to spot these brilliant jewels,
As here & there they’re shining,
Oh, give us eyes to see the prize
And hearts that know the finding.

Where Will the Next Toad Live?
©  Sigmund David   Patient

All I could think of
After viewing our toad
Who is living under our bathtub
And likes to sit on a wet cloth--
He is getting real fat
And if he continues
to grow
He will eventually
Become wedged
Under the bathtub
And finally die
Then decompose
And it will smell so badly under there
That no one in our house
Will want to take a bath
And then the whole house will smell
Because we will smell
Then we will finally have to renovate
That old bathroom
And replace that bathtub
With a modern one without legs
And where will the next toad live?
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The Refugee Within
© Jaison Jose, DO   Fellow, Allergy and Immunology

The definition of refugee is “one that flees”
And I was one, seeking refuge during a time with no peace.
War torn streets, desert camps
Rationing food, trickle of water, save me please.

I searched for and found a place
But I still felt like someone who was fleeing without space.
No friends to keep, no family to remember
Hard to look at myself face to face.

Focus, study, and prayer were my mantra so forlorn.
As I went through my schooling, I realized I wasn’t alone.
It was a bitter pill to swallow and very few will realize
That we are all fleeing, alone, searching for a place of our own. 

I watched as children bullied each other
Parents arguing, divorcing, and loving another.
Teachers running through the motions, without emotion.
Medical students, cut throat without a bother.

Lonely patients holding my attention with their eyes, pressing me to stay
Difficult for me to find the right words to say.
To listen in a world where my voice is not heard
I never escaped being that refugee I’m afraid

In this miserable plight, you found me 
At my loneliest, my most vulnerable, but you could see.
Picked me from the lonely cherry blossom tree and held me to your chest.
My struggle felt less, my voice heard, and I felt I was finally me.

I reached my home, no longer a refugee
I can finally rest and just be. 
I’m thankful for the struggle in the past and difficulties ahead
Knowing that you’re with me is the greatest gift, I finally see.

The Red Couch
© Jonathan Mrenna   

Friend of Daniel George, PhD
Department of Humanities

December
© Stephan Leung  MS4
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Time
© Christina Li   MS3

She felt like she had known these people her entire 
life: the old ladies haggling with shopkeepers in 
staccato voices for t-shirts as she bargained for her 
own in her best Chinese beside them, the American 
tourist in front of her in the line at the noodle stand 
with guide book in hand as she stared at the menu 
trying to decipher what the complicated looking 
characters meant, the elderly grandpa painting 
calligraphy in the middle of the road who smiled 
at her when she ran her fingers over his hand-made 
brushes. It seemed as if she had been doing this 
forever: standing in this crowded alleyway, holding 
a Styrofoam cup of shaved ice in one hand and her 
little cousin’s in the other.

“Come on!” her little cousin said as he pulled her 
into the pulsing crowds. 

She held on tight to his hand to make sure he didn’t 
get swept away by the waves of bodies. She watched 
his eyes light up with an innocent wonder that only 
a child could have and remembered the first time 
she visited a night market when she was his age. 
Back then, she didn’t see the cracked heels of old 
men with their palms up as they kneeled begging for 
spare change in the corner of the alleyways, smell the 
stench of heavy cigarette smoke mixed with smog, 
or hear the condescending tone in the shopkeepers’ 
voices upon learning that she was from America. 
Instead, she was dazzled by the stands selling 
gemstone-encrusted rings, the aroma of freshly fried 
rice cakes, the buzz of people’s chatter mingling 
with the Britney Spears music pounding from the 
storefronts. As far as she was concerned, she was 
more than happy to stay forever in the night market, 
winning cute stuffed animals from the arcade and 
laughing hysterically with her closest cousin, Zhong 
Shien. In her young mind, Taiwan was paradise, 
and she never wanted to leave. Though her mother 
told her that it was one thing to stay somewhere for 
vacation and another to actually live there, she had 
been too preoccupied with getting all the tapioca 
out of the bottom of her bubble tea drink to listen.

Her little cousin’s excited voice buzzed incessantly 
in her ear. They stopped at a toy stall and he held 
out a glow-in-the-dark yoyo with large, pleading 
eyes. As she handed a few coins to the shopkeeper 
and gave the yoyo to her little cousin, who squealed 
with delight, she felt old for the first time in her life. 

Returning back to Taiwan after more than a decade, 
she was now the older cousin who took care of the 
younger ones. Though the night market was the 
same after all that time, the pushy shopkeepers still 
offered “Rolex” watches at second watch half price 
off, something had changed. Lychees and frog legs 
were no longer exotic foods. Her aunt was no longer 
there to hold her hand as she navigated through the 
crowds, but rather lingered on her clothes in the 
form of incense that she lit in Buddhist shrines with 
her mother. Instead of betting Zhong Shien that she 
could pop more balloons with darts than he could 
as she once had done, she quietly listened as he 
told her of his dream to study theater at New York 
University. She became conscious of the way her 
older cousins talked to her mother in hushed tones, 
wrinkles around their eyes that she had never seen 
before, and of the way they then turned to her with 
tired smiles that filled the awkward silence between 
them.

“They’re over there!” 

Her little cousin’s impatient tug on her hand snapped 
her out of her reverie as he spotted the rest of their 
relatives waving at them from across the road. She 
sat down on the flimsy stool at the small plastic table 
covered by an assortment of dishes that looked like 
they belonged on Fear Factor rather than on her 
chopsticks. 

But as she sat on that stool, cramped between an 
old man’s sweat-stained wife beater and a toddler’s 
sticky arm, and looked across the table, she saw her 
mother smile for the first time that night and heard 
her cousins’ laughter radiating from across the table. 
Of all the places in the night market, from the arcade 
to the shaved ice stand, it was there, at that tiny 
plastic table in an impossibly small alleyway about 
to put numbingly spicy tofu into her mouth where 
she finally felt connected with not only the night 
market, but also with her relatives. For the first time 
that night, she felt as she did many years ago, sitting 
at this very same table chattering away as her aunt 
made sure she was eating vegetables and not only 
red bean cakes; she wondered if she would be able 
to experience something like this again. But then she 
smiled, as Zhong Shien told a joke that had the table 
shaking with laughter, and asked for seconds.
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Matryoshka
© Emily Hess   Patient

She wanted Mama. Pulling her knitted shawl more 
tightly over her shoulders, Anika shivered. Where 
was Mama? She recalled her mother’s face, the dark 
eyes wide and bright with fear, her voice sharp and 
urgent as she’d hurried down the aisle between the 
cathedral’s pews before pushing Anika into a small 
cabinet.  

“Stay with me, Mama,” Anika had begged, clutching 
at her mother’s blouse, but the small cabinet in the 
base of the pulpit—meant to hold hymnals and 
matches for lighting candles for the dead—barely 
had room for Anika’s small frame.  

For hours she had crouched in the cramped space, 
listening to the sounds of the street, muffled by the 
great stone walls of the cathedral. Gunshots and 
men’s angry voices, harsh laughter, shattering glass, 
women’s terrified screams. She remembered Mama’s 
words, low and urgent as she had spoken with the 
butcher as they waited for their kolbasa. “Those—” 
and here he spat a word that Anika was not allowed 
to say— “Swedes are headed for Moscow,” he had 
warned. “But they will first pass through Poltava and 
I believe there will be a battle.”  

She tightened her fingers around the wooden figure 
in her hand. It was a matryoshka doll, the smallest 
of the set, hardly larger than her thumb. In the 
darkness she couldn’t make out the doll’s minute, 
painted features—the round pink face with its red-
rogued cheeks, the tiny button nose and wide blue 
eyes framed in dark lashes as fine as Anika’s own—
but she knew them well.  A red painted kerchief 
knotted beneath the doll’s chin, just as Anika’s own 
did, the worn brown fabric covering her blonde 
curls. 

She had tried to bring the whole set of matryoshka 
dolls, six women in graduated sizes, all clad in 
matching red paint, but as she and Mama fled the 
wood frames had clacked together and Anika had 
stumbled under their awkward bulk. Mama had 
made her leave them, all but the smallest, now 
clutched in her hand. “We’ll come back for them,” 
Mama had assured as Anika wept for the abandoned 
dolls. “They’ve been in my family for generations. 
They will find their way back to us,” she said.  

Anika kissed the doll’s flat face, the wood warm from 
her hand. It was good to have a friend. “Stay here 
with your doll,” Mama had said. “She will keep you 
safe until I can come back for you.”  

Anika fell asleep thinking of her mother, the doll 
clutched in a loose fist.  

“Anika, wake up,” a voice was saying as Anika 
opened her eyes hours later. The door of the cabinet 
was open and a girl her own age crouched before it. 
She held Anika by the shoulder and was shaking her 
gently to rouse her.  

As Anika climbed out of the cabinet, she thought that 
this must be how Mama felt when she complained 
that her bones ached after work. The wooden wall 
had drawn an indentation of its grain into her cheek, 
and she traced the marked skin with her fingertips.  

“Come with me, Anika,” said the girl. As she spoke, 
the red kerchief knotted beneath her chin stretched 
with the movements of her jaw. She smiled at Anika, 
the expression dimpling her flushed cheeks and 
warming her blue eyes.  

Anika followed the girl through the ruined sanctuary, 
stepping over broken wooden pews and the rubble 
of shattered marble. She gasped as the girl pushed 
open the cathedral’s heavy oak door to reveal the 
street.  

If Anika hadn’t known where she was, she would 
have said it was a different street than the one she’d 
left behind the night before. The beautiful shops that 
lined the street were like skeletons of their former 
selves. Shattered windows gaped open like broken 
jaws; buildings slumped with rooves caved in, fire-
blackened and still smoldering.  

There were people sleeping on the street, and as 
Anika studied their slumped, sprawled forms she 
realized that they weren’t sleeping. Pools of blackish 
blood spread like pillows beneath their heads, 
spread like blankets over their chests and bellies, 
spilling onto the cobblestones.  

Anika turned to the girl, questions filling her mouth. 
Where was Mama? What happened to the people, 
to the street? Who was the girl? But the words 
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Fading Love
© Cody Page    Palliative Care

melted away as she saw two women sitting 
on the steps before the ravaged corpse of the 
courthouse. One was dressed in a gown and a 
kerchief as red as the blood she sponged from 
the other’s face. And the other was Mama.  

“Mama!” Anika cried, running to her mother 
and throwing her thin arms around her 
mother’s frame. The girl in the red kerchief 
followed more slowly behind and, upon 
reaching the steps, addressed the woman 
whose red kerchief so matched her own. “My 
sisters are helping others?” she asked.  

“Yes,” said the woman. 

“I will join them then, Mother,” said the girl. 

Curled in her mother’s embrace, Anika said 
“Mama, it was just as you promised! My 
matryoshka doll kept me safe and brought 
me to you! See—” she said, turning to the 
girl. But, even as she scanned the steps and 
the ruined street, the red-kerchiefed woman 
and girl were gone.  

Mississippi
© Daniel Shapiro, PhD   Department of Humanities



Norwegian Bay
© Aldis Siltumens   MS4
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Harbor
© Daniel Wolpaw, MD   
 Department of Humanities

Sometime during the day
a ship came into a harbor
I can’t quite see over tall trees
and low hills. Towering masts,
wood above wood,
settled in for an evening
with a town I am guessing,
music, fresh food, wine
I am thinking, companionship 
I imagine, soft beds that move 
only when limbs move.

Respiratory Trophy
© Kelly Chambers, CRNA   
 Department of Anesthesiology

The machine was pristine, no signs of wear
The pieces shiny and precise
As though they were sculpted from the same stone
Sitting patiently next to it’s master 
Waiting to accompany him to the operating room

As the surgeon entered the room, the patient proudly said,
‘It’s the Cadillac of machines.’
The surgeon placed his hands on the box
Spun it, excitedly evaluating the chambers and hoses
Then with unassisted breath he said,
‘My CPAP is better than your CPAP.’

Judge’s Comments
This landscape painting draws us in - one can imagine escaping everyday stress. The composition is nicely 
framed by darker tree forms on each side. Receding curves of shadows on the land and the curves of the 
creek pull the viewer into the distance. Color and atmosphere are skillfully used. The artist created an 
emotional response to a beautiful place and time.
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Honorable Mention Art

Misty Sunrise
© Oana Bollt, BS

Department of Pharmacology



Judge’s Comments
Good poems, they say, leave one with more questions than answers. This is a good poem. Where is this 
island “scored” with fences, fossils and forts, with a B and B? What is the “unplanned adventure”? What 
promises are “steamed from a brimming cup”? I read and I reread, hoping to find out more. But I am quite 
satisfied to read again, let my imagination go, and never know for sure.
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Honorable Mention Literature

Remember the Island
© Judy Schaefer, RN, MA

scored with dry stone fences
fossils and ancient forts?
We missed the last small boat
returning to fireplaces on shore
 We stayed the night
Found a cold room
in an off season B and B
Nothing there to keep
us warm, just our own
electric flesh and nightcaps
of kisses to seal our sleep
 Then came the morning
of our unplanned adventure
Scones and promises steamed 
from a brimming cup of each other 
From the window, the boat tugging back

Judge’s Comments
This candid portrait of a short-order cook captures a spontaneous moment in a distant land. It’s a subtle 
reminder that for every image, there exists both a subject and the individual not pictured – the photographer. 
Though we are staring at Nafees (assuming this is his name), he is glaring at the photographer, perhaps 
wondering why a camera is pointed at him, and (I suspect) not welcoming it at all. His headphones imply 
that his attention is partially elsewhere and he’s cooking a mysterious dish, so this image raises many 
questions about what brought the photographer and subject together, how that moment came to be, what 
happened before and after the image was made, and whether the captured emotion endured or was fleeting. 
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Honorable Mention Photo

Nafees

 © Mike Nakhla   MS4



Broken
© Joni Fleming   MS1

I had dealt with death before. 

When I was three, my grandpa died. But I didn’t 
really understand – I was little, he was gone. 

That’s all there was to it. 

When I was 12, my grandma died. She had lived in a 
nursing home four hours away for the last five years 
or so. She had lost a leg due to a bone infection. She 
spent her days reading romantic novels and waiting 
for the phone calls with my mom, my brother, and 
me. She had lost her husband, could no longer live 
in her home. 

It wasn’t sad for me.

I was sad for my mother, she had no parents.

I was sad that my grandmother had finished her 
life in that way. Twice she had been resuscitated 
against her DNR. She hadn’t wanted extraordinary 
measures, and yet they were given to her anyway. 

I was confused and guilty that I didn’t feel sad.

When I was 16, my best friend’s little sister died 
in a tragic car accident at the age of 12. She went 
through the windshield of her mother’s car when the 
breaks gave out and they hit a telephone pole. 

They were driving to a mother-daughter tea party 
at church. 

They were one of the best families I knew, with the 
brightest smiles and kindest hearts. Hearts that have 
been forever broken because there are only two 
daughters now instead of three. I held their hands, 
and wiped their tears, and had no words to ease 
their pain.

My heart was broken for them.

When I was 22, the man I love’s aunt died suddenly.  
They were very, very close. She woke up and got 
ready for work, just as she did every day. She felt 
sick, called the ambulance. Brainstem aneurysm 
rupture. Surgery. She was alive – well, at least her 
heart was beating. 

There was very limited brain activity. 

One month before, Ryan and I were at the beach 
with his family. Aunt Diane came and laughed and 
laughed the whole day.

Five days before, we went to the Orioles game 
together. Ryan’s father had surprised us and her and 
her son with tickets that Sunday morning. They 

were the best seats she had ever sat in; her smile 
couldn’t have been bigger.

One day after, I got a phone call at 8 am from Ryan’s 
mother, asking to speak to him. I could tell by the 
tone, and then by the sheer pain and sorrow in 
Ryan’s face that something was seriously wrong. 
When he got off the phone and explained it to me, I 
held him for hours while he reeled and sobbed and 
questioned and wondered. She was alive – well at 
least her heart was still beating. She was in a coma. 
But there was hope.

She never woke up, though. 

One month after, her aneurysm re-ruptured. Now, 
no hope. She gave of herself one last time, just as 
she had been doing her whole life. She gave pieces 
of herself to those who needed them. We had all 
prayed for a miracle.

It wasn’t our miracle.

I was with Ryan when he got the phone call that 
she had officially passed. I held his hand, and kept 
driving the car. When we got home, he couldn’t 
hold it in. 

He was so broken. 

I was broken watching him break. I was broken 
because I had lost her too. 

I had dealt with death before.

This time, everything was different. I felt the ache in 
my heart watching a family I love so deeply wracked 
with pain. I cried tears when no one was watching, 
because it wasn’t my place to do it anywhere else, it 
wasn’t my loss. Except that it was.

When I walked into the viewing, I did everything I 
could to avoid looking at her in that casket. I didn’t 
want to see her in that way.

I had taken anatomy. I had touched skin and muscles 
and tendons and bone inside of a man I had never 
known. I saw his face, touched his cold hand. I had 
felt sorrow for the family who mourned him, but 
I did not shy away from his body. Now it was all I 
could do to stay in the same room as that casket.

I had dealt with death before. 

This time, everything was different. 

I never walked up to say goodbye to her. Her soul 
was gone and far away. Her body lay there having 
already given its last smile, its last tear, its last 
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breath, its last gift of life. The woman I knew 
was no longer there, and I was leery of what 
remained of her on this earth. 

I watched as Ryan’s sisters did everything 
they could to dam their sorrow, to just make 
it through the viewings, the funeral. I held 
Ryan’s hand while he pretended that he was 
fine. That he felt strong. I talked to everyone 
in hushed tones. I stood back as they held 
each other. Said their goodbyes.

My heart was broken for them. My heart was 
broken and continues to break whenever 
anyone is in pain like this. I wonder how I will 
survive as a physician, a place where death is 
seen much more commonly. I had just started 
medical school three weeks before, was I 
in the wrong place? Will I crumble at night 
when I wrap myself up in my bed sheets with 
no notes, no books, no lectures to distract 
me? Will I become calloused and cold and 
unable to feel? 

I had dealt with death before.

But this time, I realized that every time, is 
different. 

The Running Rainbow
© Kara L. Thrush
Patient   Age 12

My Chihuly Bowl
© Cathy Paige, MD

Department of Anesthesiology
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Ha Noi Old Quarter
© Hong Loan Nguyen  MS4

Follower
© Sarayna Schock   MS2

I followed your ghost to Korea,
unintentionally, but I didn’t mind.
The 38th parallel was calmer
than how you would remember it.
I tracked you next to Okinawa,
where your grainy black and white
beach picture from the 50’s
matched nearly every beach I found.
I hoped in the 2 years I was there
that I stood on the right one.
I thought that was as far as you had gone
but you have been full of surprises
in death.
Your old military photos 
in the basement reveal
my entire Air Force career had been spent
following you during yours-
Singapore, Thailand, Tokyo,
the Philippines-
none of which you mentioned
while mom and I took care of you
in your final months.

Monarch
© Bonnie Adams, LPN

Medical Group Fishburn
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Susquehanna Sunset
© Jonathan Frazier   Center Stage Performer

Titanic’s Song
© Lynelle   Patient

Ghostly music rose in waves
Crescendoes from the deep
   On and on the organ played
   Surging, swelling notes it made
   Rising, falling rhythms swayed
Through the ocean’s sleep.

Winter moonlight, thin and black
Stars of ice above
   Coldly shone on blackened sea
   Showed no trace of tragedy
   Yet, from whence this melody
And from what made of?

Such unearthly concert strains
From their watery vault
   Wailing chords of restless pain
   Plaintive violins refrain
   In a music wild, arcane
Agony exalt.

On and on and on they cried
In such dreadful throes
   Sounds not meant for human ears
   Torment rising through the years
   Torn from desperate, ancient tears
Buried long ago.

The waning moon is nearly set
And, as if on cue
   As it bridges sky to sea
   Slowly fades the symphony
   Sinking down, inexorably
   Fainter, like a memory
   Ever doomed to never see
Morning rise anew.

Unexpected Shadow
©  Malgorzata Litkowska
 Friend of Malgorzata Sudol  
 Department of Medicine



That Day
© Julie Vallati, LPN, CCRC
 Department of Pediatrics

What if it never happened? 
Where would you be today?
Would you be successful? 
Would you be okay? 
That day changed our lives in a blink of an eye.
That moment just so happened, I wish it was a lie.  
They told me you were injured and I needed to get there in a hurry.
Of course the drive was awful, I couldn’t help but worry. 
When I arrived to see you, I nearly lost my breath.
Seeing you cut and broken, scared me half to death.
How could one moment change a life like this?   
One day, one time, one second, could have been missed.
For everything I knew of you, a life so green
Now became a memory and a new life to be seen
Were you still there with us somewhere deep inside?
It was all too overwhelming, I couldn’t help but cry.
That day, that time, one moment has taken you away.
Would the you I knew come back to me or would this new you stay? 
My daughter was stolen from me but only her mind. 
Somewhere deep inside your brain, I prayed your soul would find
I knew you needed me to help you but I was hurting too.
I had to show you strength, and be the Mother that you knew.
At night I silently questioned as I sat beside your bed 
Why couldn’t this have happened to someone else instead? 
I cried as I prayed for you and whispered in your ear. 
I love you my dear daughter, just hoping you would hear. 
I told you, you were beautiful and stronger than you knew, 
I would encourage and tell you there was nothing you couldn’t do. 
I wanted to believe this, Oh how desperately I did 
But you were lost so deeply, Oh heaven, God forbid
The person you had now become was not the you I’d known;
The accident, the injury, had turned your heart to stone. 
For days I had to watch you slowly slip away from everything you had worked for,
the dreams began to fade.  
For now it was the past, the life you once had made.  
You couldn’t seem to find it not even for a time; 
Those dreams were just a memory of things you have left behind. 
Some said “you will feel better after some time has passed”
I never overcame it; the time flew by so fast. 
Now time is gone and days moved into years
The pain is ever lingering, nights I’m still in tears. 
Is there still a glimmer of hope for the you I use to know?
Or must I just accept this and let all hope go? 

The Dragon Girl
©  Jessica Matincheck

Age 11
Daughter of Lynn Matincheck

Department of Humanities
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Moonrise
© Ted Chen   MS4

Lassitude
© Emily Hess   Patient 

I pocket sunsets like gold coins
And delight as night undresses.

The dry grass beneath my feet is the pinch 
Of reality, and I am grateful

For something tangible in this darkness
To which I cannot close my eyes.

Dead fireflies drift like ash in the bottom of the jar
And I wish for a white stone and a new name.

I am weary of existence, of my body
And its hunger, its odors and emissions, its aches, 

Weary of the weight of my bones and my skin
Flesh an atlas burden upon my shoulders.

Lethe sings a siren song,
Calling me to come and drown.

Ankle, knee, hip, throat,
I drink the inebriation of liquid night.

Ambrosia fills my lungs, ichor my veins
Gold lifeblood spilling in a wet egress

Oblivion tastes like sunset first,
Then stars, then nothingness.

Susquehanna Twice 
© Sudhanshu Bhatnagar   MS4

In my travels along the veins,
Of our concrete compass rose,
I found myself crossing a river
Twice
Across two bridges in succession.

I was ensnared by this thought: 
That we can move in straight lines
Which surpass the floating narratives 
That once fuel and fed our nation.

To cross a river alone, just man,
Is an odyssey I have never faced.
But to do it twice, above on wheels,
Salts the honey of the finished trip.



Little Glory
© Eric Hodson   Friend of Pulkit Bose, MS4

Let me tell you a story, it’s short, so don’t worry; of a life from my past
That through twists and turns of fate so stern left to me a love to last.
It is with great reservation and ardent hesitation that I so intimately disclose
The stripped inner working of temptation’s clever lurking to mislead and happiness pose. 
The old sages hold a truth so bold like the tears that follow a song
That no matter the care or how often your there, you don’t know what you’ve got ‘til it’s gone.
It was late one night I was hoping that I might be lucky to find a mate
Whose company would bestow me strength to throw this arduous, melancholy weight.
I did everything I knew yet loneliness remained true
Like a friend who is forever by your side
But for this faithful companion I needed a stand in. A replacement, a forever goodbye
Then came the recession of my persistent depression that once pinned me to the ground
When I laid my eyes on this glorious prize, not stolen or won, but found.
Her name was Tara, and with no lady fairer had I spent a moment in conversation before
Yet tonight we expounded of topics compounded with faith and politics, and movies and more.
One thing led to another, then came the meeting of her mother who was intimidating and stern to boot
but she wasn’t that bad when I later met her dad who promised if it broke his daughters heart to shoot.
But we all got along, and now we all belong to the same family when she took my name
For I decided then, until our stories end, our lives and journeys would be the same.
Then soon she was with child, which of course sent me wild with excitement and love and glee
That any time now with hands folded and head bowed my wife would give the world a little me.
We did all we should, we did all we could to stay healthy and do right by our baby
Never had you seen a nursery so pristine, most would call it neurotic or at least a little crazy.
Then came the day when I heard her say rather excited as she collapsed with a thud
“Baby its happening, this time it’s happening but should there be that much blood?”
I raced to her aide, gathered her and made an exit like a rocket set to burn
For the sight of my girl who brought joy into my world, limp and flushed was my only concern.
I turned left then right then left again now straight and hit the gas
She doesn’t look good and by her moans I understood the urgency of what was to pass.
At the hospital they take and of her situation make what looks like circus or a feeding
As dozens of people with skills unequalled try their best to stop the bleeding. 
The screams and beeps like insects creep into my mind to tell the story 
Of how my wife that night gave her life to leave behind this little glory.
The world slips out of hand as others around me stand to support with chair and glove
As I come to realize that this is my prize, the one who killed my love.
I hold in my arms in this maze of alarms a piece of the heaven I used to know,
When things made sense, that’s now past tense as into the future I go.
My greatest love gave me my greatest joy and in doing so lost her way
As she brought to this world a beautiful little girl, she went with god, as they say.
Now here juxtaposed in this baby composed, a conflict in me starts to swell, 
For in her delivery I lost half my story, her birth was a murder as well.
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Skedaddle
©   Lisa Hart, COA
 Department of Ophthalmology

The Psych Ward
© Susan Osgood   Patient

Happy Birthday Mommy’s well                                              
They kicked her out she cured them all                               
And took away their jobs of pushing pills                          

The Boa
© Homaira Zaman   MS3

Young male with Hep C
IV drug user
HIV
Senior asks me to remove the drain.
First the gloves –
must wear gloves, of all things.
Forgot the gauze, the scissors.
Senior passes them to me.

Hand trembles
Patient winces
“Hey,” I smile, “I haven’t even touched you yet!”
Bile up my throat
Residents by my shoulder
Time ticking,
Cut the sutures, pull.

He’s moaning
“Faster – ”
Firm, translucent worm
“–  faster – ”
slithering
“– faster!”
morphing, multiplying
spurting from his waist
Gauze and tape,
I’m safe.

We leave him there, clutching his side.
I try to say “thanks,”
and he says nothing.



Often, young adults feel stuck and as if they have 
no other options. Often, adults see their struggle 
and uncertainty as laziness. Often, they are wrong. 
You see, often, these kids are so overwhelmed with 
school and other expectations that they do not 
even have a second to breathe. Often, wanting to 
take time off, or take a step back, is because the 
young adult realizes they are not invincible. Often, 
it comes to a breaking point where the student feels 
that if they do not make a change, they will simply 
cease to function. Often, the struggles with rising 
anxiety and depression among college students are 
ignored. Often, it is those children who are afraid 
to go against the grain that suffer the most. Often, 
they leave school feeling disenchanted rather 
than empowered, and may never set foot in an 
institution again. 

Please explain to the youth of this country why 
they must decide on a college major, on the 
trajectory for the rest of their life, at the very fragile 
age of 18. Please tell them that along with that 
decision comes automatic judgement about their 
intelligence, work ethic, and potential economic 
status. Please alert young adults that “taking a 
year off to work or travel” is seen as a weakness, 
and not a step towards preserving one’s mental 
health. Please make them aware of how society 
will perceive the choices they make. But more 
importantly, please tell us kids that it doesn’t matter 
what society dictates as the “normal” or “standard” 
approach to college and one’s future. Please tell us 
that you believe in us, tell us that we need to do 
whatever is best for us, tell us that the universal 
cosmos will bring us the answers when the time is 
right and not when they are expected. Please give 
us this reassurance, but also embrace and believe 
the uncertainty for yourself. Please understand that 
if you are ever unhappy, it is never too late to make 
radical, drastic changes. But please do not think it 
will be too difficult, because the relief that you will 
feel once you make these changes is worth every 
difficult second. 

Realistically, it is inevitable that mistakes will be 
made and lessons will be learned. Realistically, 
everyone has doubts and demons that they 
have dealt with, but these should be embraced. 
Realistically, most kids will not follow the exact 
same plan they had laid out in their head as they 
walked across the graduation stage. It is unrealistic 
to hold someone accountable to a plan they 
thought out when they were still learning how to 
balance a checkbook or sort laundry. In reality, 
most people change their intended path at some 
point in their lifetime. Realistically, they could get 
judged for being lost; but I think it is more realistic 
to judge those that put on this act we call normalcy. 

The challenge is to find the experiences, rather than 
the things, that will make you happy. Please know 
that it is okay to not be okay. Often, many people 
overlook their potential happiness in the quest for 
money, fame, or personal accolades. Realistically, 
too many kids will do what is right by society, 
instead of what is right by them. 

Explain This to Me
©  Patty Wylie   
 Daughter of Sherie Wylie   Office of the Vice Dean for Research and Graduate Studies

A Rose
® Adeline Melvin   MS4

The Living Room where the dining table was 
lengthened with extra leaves to host their children, 
in-laws and grandchildren for Thanksgiving, 
Christmas and Easter suppers. A card table was 
unfolded for the overflow little kids who thought it 
was neat to have their own seating arrangement and 
independence.

The whole home aromatic and warm, heightened 
by the chill outside.

After someone’s prayer of gratitude and collective 
amens, the clattering of silverware on holiday china. 
Ignoring chidings, she was springing up every other 
minute to refill bowls, glasses and coffee cups, gravy 
boats. Between forkfuls and swallows, babbled 
compliments, anecdotes, smiled memories.

On Christmas nights, following dessert, divvied 
leftovers and the dishes drying, the living room 
again fibrillated with shredding gift-wrap and 
jumbled appreciation.

Happenstance or symbolism, came a Valentine’s 
Day, commemorative of heart and love, choked 
by an hour’s diagnostic- prognostic discussion, a 
discharge, several minutes to disassemble and store 

the dining table, covered but not with a tablecloth, 
in the basement or attic or one grown child’s empty 
bedroom. No one searched.

The hospice bed stretched where they had 
celebrated. The familial faces visited but at various 
times, low words, supplicant prayers, no laughter 
or amusing remembrances, the television muted. A 
breathing silence.

Every day, night, two weeks. Foretold by the hospice 
nurse, all except the grandkids were gathered, 
badly reminiscent of the delicious holidays; and 
about the time they used to leave, stuffed with food, 
containers of remnants, presents, handshakes, 
hugs, cheek kisses, she departed.

Husband and daughter wept, arms across shoulders 
and clasping the unnecessary bedrail.

The son stood at this woman’s feet, thinking and 
seeing all the words and acts he should have given 
her.

The dining table has returned, never opened 
and welcoming again. It was set only with her 
photograph for seven years, then auctioned off with 
other furniture when the vacant home was sold.

The Living Room
© Jeff Feehrer  Patient
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Heart Beats
©  Luisa De Souza   MS1
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A Broken Shard of Glass
© Nichole Cook, MSN, RN                                                                         
 Penn State Health Breast Center

A shard of glass can cut, but it is incomplete and broken. 
Drop that shard of glass into the ocean and eventually 
it transforms into something beautiful. When a piece 
of glass is tumbled in the ocean for many years, the 
edges become smooth and the glass takes on a frosted 
appearance. The end result is a treasure to many 
beachcombers; sea glass.

I am a nurse; strong, compassionate, smart, caring, a 
little presumptuous, and always straight to the point 
even if it cuts right through you, like a shard of glass. 
Most importantly, I am in complete control of my 
patients. 

I am tough. 

If you broke your femur in an MVA but need to get up 
to the chair, I am going to make certain that you get up 
in that chair, no matter how much you whine and cry 
because that is what’s best for you. 

If your blood pressure drops, I will give you a vasopressor 
and get it back up. 

If you keep waking up out of your sedation and try 
to pull out your breathing tube, I will stand there and 
watch you like hawk until the end of my shift to make 
sure that doesn’t happen. 

If you have a bad pneumonia that resulted in a chest 
tube to evacuate a collection of pus in your lung, I am 
going to insist you deep breathe. I will medicate you; 
just enough so that you can deep breathe without feeling 
sleepy, but you will not manipulate me out of coughing 
and deep breathing, because that is what’s best for you. 

I am the nurse and the nurse always wins, even against 
doctors. They always think they are right, but it is my 
hobby to prove them wrong when it is involving my 
patient, because I know my patient best and I am in 
complete control. 

Clarification, I was in complete control. 

Inevitably, the moment came in which I was forced over 
the bow of the ship, into the ice cold sea where ocean 
waves tumbled my soul; an incomplete shard of glass, 
until eventually, through the crest of waves a beautiful 
transformation emerged. 

April 20, 2012, my whole world was turned upside 
down; the same way the ocean disorients you to earth 
and sky when the tide pulls you under and tosses you 

in all directions. The moment unraveled in the Pediatric 
Intensive Care Unit while taking care of a sweet little 
infant on life support when my doctor called to give me 
the results of my recent biopsy. This call was arranged 
ahead of time, to take place after 3:00 when my shift 
ended, but it came prematurely and I had just enough 
anxiety about it to keep my cell phone in my pocket. 
Another nurse and I had just finished repositioning a 
little boy who was a trauma patient. I had just googled 
something about breast cancer. Even still, I was 
expecting nothing but benign results, despite the fact 
that my radiologist gave me a good warning shot that 
she suspected cancer. I truly thought she was crazy. 
However, beneath my sharp edges and tough exterior, I 
was unraveling. I talked to my mom on the phone the 
night before. “Why would she say that? Cancer. How 
does she know without the pathology results?” 

No, there was no way I had cancer! Crazy, lunatic doctor!  
She’s wrong! A 37yr old who exercises, breast fed her 
babies, eats healthy, with no family history, who has 
never had anything wrong with her, EVER, does not get 
breast cancer! I never even broke a bone! The thought 
was ludicrous to me. I ate kale and cabbage for heaven’s 
sake. I tried to use organic. I never heated my food up in 
the microwave in a plastic container and yelled at others 
who did. I was a specimen of good health. 

THIS CAN NOT HAPPEN. I am the captain of my ship! 
Yet, here I was with my doctor on the other end of the 
phone with news that would flip my word around like 
a raft in throws of a tidal wave. 

On the other end of the line Dr. H asked if I was sitting 
down and the room literally started to spin.

I sat down like a sea sick sailor learning that the ocean is 
ultimately in charge. 

In slow motion she said “You have invasive aortic 
carcinoma”.

I couldn’t breathe, oh my God, I have a mass in my 
breast that is eating through my chest wall. It’s wrapped 
around my aorta and probably spread throughout my 
whole body. I am going to die!!! Oh my God!  

The ocean forced me down to the sandy bottom, taking 
my breath and filling me with fear. 

In the midst of my shock I spoke without tears or drama. 
“Stop, I need you to say that again…. slow, so I can write 
it down. I am getting a piece of paper. OK, say it again, 
slow.” See how bossy I was, even in a personal crisis 
situation! She repeated “invasive ductal carcinoma”. The 
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Wish Upon a Star
© Lisa Hart, COA

Department of Ophthalmology

first time I heard invasive, I immediately assumed that 
it spread through my body. I proceeded to hallucinate 
the word… aortic. 

The second time, I heard what it really was….ductal, 
not aortic, but invasive. 

I cut off her next thought “Invasive! What does that 
mean?” The conversation ended there; swept out to sea, 
my mind in an abyss. “I can’t process anything you are 
saying right now.” 

My lungs were full of water. I couldn’t breathe, losing 
consciousness, losing control, surrendering to the 
riptide pulling me out to sea. She decided to give me a 
call later after she notified my husband. 

This was how it all began, my incredible loss of control.

Fast forward to almost five years later. The raging sea 
has placated itself into a peaceful calm. My work day 
usually begins at my desk with a cup of coffee. I am 
in no rush. There is nothing here at this job that is an 
emergency. I am not pushing anyone around. I am not 
bossing anyone around. I am here and I am calm. If 
people need me, they will find me. I am happy to assist 
in a biopsy or talk for hours to a newly diagnosed breast 
cancer patient. I get it. I know where they are coming 
from. My sharp edges have become smooth.

I understand the emotional roller coaster they are on 
because it was living those emotions that has completely 
changed my whole perspective on life. The ocean will 
force objects to rise and fall with the tides until it is 
ready to bring something ashore.

I now have patience for all types of reactions from my 
patients; whether it is anger, denial, shock, and fear, 
loss of control, negativity or distress. I get it. I have felt 
all of that!  

I know what it feels like to have to decide between a 
lumpectomy and a mastectomy. 

I know what it feels like to have fake boobs that you 
didn’t really ever want. 

I know what it feels like to walk into the infusion clinic 
with a bald head and get chemotherapy. 

I wish someone had been there to LISTEN to me when 
I wanted to hang my own chemo, silence the pump 
myself and set the flush. I may have been fine if they 
had even just let me silence the pump, but they insisted 
on treating me like a patient. How dare they? I am a 
NURSE! I wasn’t supposed to be there! I shouldn’t be 
entwined in this riptide! I know how to swim sideways 
and get out, but I can’t break free!

My journey taught me how to listen. I can hear what 
is REALLY bothering the patient, even if she is not 
actually saying it. I can play the role of a counselor, 
customized to reading between the lines. I appreciate 
the significance of thinking positive. 

Our lives can change in an instant. Nothing is permanent. 
We are not guaranteed tomorrow. The moment it 
changes is unexpected, and the way it’s perceived it is 
unforeseen. The way we adapt is instrumental to our 
survival. We must ride with the waves, not fight the 
current.

You can cut through every painful experience around 
you with sarcasm, sharp words and stern body language 
to protect your core. You can choose to allow your 
core to soften, evolve and shine through to ease others 
hardships even if that means feeling some of their pain.

Cancer leveled out my sharp edges. Cancer taught me 
to slow down, appreciate life and live with passion! 
Cancer taught me to walk outside when it is 12 degrees, 
take a deep breath and say “I am alive” with gratitude.

I have received a challenge and a gift while enduring 
an enlightening journey. I am honored to lead others 
through the storm, make them laugh and show 
them….. “I am okay and you will be too.” 

I was that shard of glass with broken edges, forced into 
the sea with the rise and fall of the ocean tides until 
every sharp edge became smooth converting my soul 
into something pure and more beautiful. 



Celerity 
© Judy Schaefer
 Doctors Kienle Center Member

Could scree move with such celerity
without a force behind – pushing?
The sound like a barrel of marbles
Just time to move out of the way
no time to pray, cry or wonder
Threatening down the ravine
Is there is a way – a place
a sanctuary, a retreat?
Noise increases 

Speed evidenced by the throw
of stone and pebble pitching
up, down, and now aside 
An ancient mountain 
Old songs singing 
No place to hide
Old graces
Old sins
A flash 

 Hidden Forest
© Spencer Katz   MD/PhD Candidate

Rich
©  Linda Amos   Wife of Patient

This morning, as I took my walk
I caught many, yes, many
White snowflakes
The size of silver dollars
On my tongue, and in my hair.
Such bounty from God’s treasure chest
Made me feel rich!

Unspoken
© Ananya Das
 Department of Orthopaedics and Rehabilitation

For reasons unknown the train stopped soon
in the middle of nowhere that afternoon.
I saw her there with the sun on her head. 
Her eyes flickered with something unsaid. 
I felt her wanting to say something, 
her face resonating the freshness of spring. 
She took a step towards the train, 
pulled as if by an unseen chain.

Just then the piercing whistles of the train
shattered the silence again and again.
Jerked out of her trance she turned away.
The train moved on but I wished to stay,
and hear what she had wanted to say.
I still wish I had more time that day,
and didn’t have to leave so soon
on that magical golden afternoon.

Years later I saw her again,
on the hospital bed writhing in pain.
Her golden hair has fallen off, 
the harsh meds can often be rough,
but her eyes still remain the same,
and they still have the message in them.
This time I think she’ll get to say
what she wanted to say on that magical day.

Oriental Vase
© Corinne Gibilterra
 Family and Community Medicine
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The Maternity Nurse
© Alexandra Adams   MS3

 MD/MPH Candidate
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